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For the past ten daysl H. La
Salle has been a t Hih Rolls,
where he is laying out the ground
for the new resort to be opened
there next summer.
The ground has been surveyed
for the big hotel, one hundred
cottages and tent cottages, and
now the work of laying out the
sixty acre lake for fishing, boating, bathing, etc, is being, completed.
The new High Rolls will b e
one of the finest resorts i n the
southwest.
Mr. La Salle, in a phone message to The News, says they are
now laying out streets, avenues
and driveways, and that everything will be moderu and strictly up to date.
The work of surveying for the
hig new electric plant has also
heen under way for some time.
This plant is to be one of the
finest in the southwest,
There is hardly a limit to the
amount of power that can be developed, and Alamogordo, High
Rolls and in fact the entire valley will b e furnished electricity
from this plant.
It proposed to build a plant

For some time there has been
talk of an artesian well somewhere in the valley as an experiment. Such a well if a success
would go far toward solving the
problem of irrigation in the Sac
ramento valley, for it would lead
to others being bored.
The people have failed to get
together on the scheme until the
present because of the cost of
making such an experiment, but
The News learns that a number of
enterprising men in Dog Cañón
and vicinity have formed an as- Continued on Page Eight.

interfere with the plans for the
building of the new railroad from
that place to the junction of the
Southern Pacific in Arizona, and
from Gallup to the coal fields of
New Mexico and Colorado, and
thus reach a supply of coal for
Southern Pacific and a 11 i 1 1
branches.
The right of way has been secured aud the construction camps
located, and work of building ia
progressing as rapidly as possi

ble
It

was feared that the death of
Mr. Harriman would retard the
work on the road, and the fact
that it will have adverse effect
is very welcome news to many
people in Colorado and New Mélico.

that can accommodate all the
needs that any occasion may de-

mand. When the trolley system
to Cloudcroft i s completed, the
power for the cars will he furnished b y the High Rolls plant.
Tlje big dam will also be used

to irrigate the land below High
Rolls.
The hotel and all other buildings at High Rolls will have
electric lights, hot and cold
water in each room, and in fact
all modern conveniences.
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SCENE IN ALAMEDA

Shows Appreciation
Last Friday afternoon at about
was started
at the residence of G.J.
caused from the current
on an electric iron.
The fire department responded
very promptly to the call, and
made a very creditable run' to
the scene.
The fire was extinguished b y
the brompt action of several
citizens, who happened to be
near at the time, and very little damage was done.
The following letter from Mr.
Wolfinger was handed to The
News by Chief Kreamer, of the
fire department. 1 1 shows Mr.
Wolfinger's appreciation of the
efforts made by the boys,
whether they were in time to do
the active work or not :
Alamogordo, Sept. 14, 190.
E. 0. Kreamer, Chief of Fire Department, City:
Dear 8ir :
Enclosed please find check
for the sum of $5.00 for the benefit of the fire boys, i n appre.
ciation of their efforts to reach
and put out the fire in my barn.
Please extend to the boys m y
thanks.
Yours very truly,
."

:30, a small blaze

Wol-finge-

G.

J. Wolfinger.

Job printing at The News.

r,

Left For China
Rev. T. L. Blaylock and wife
Citizens of Tularosa Discuss left Alamogordo last week for
San Francisco, from which place
Road Question Lincoln is
will sail for Tai Au Fu
they
Also
Interested.

Shantung, China, whtre Mr
Blaylock will resume his
work which was interrupted by the illness of Mrs.
Blaylock. It was necessary for
them to return to the United
States for treatment. At Alamo-MrBlaylock completely regained her health, and will return to
China with her husbi ,nd, and assist him iu the work he has set
for his life task. The best wishes
of their many friends here go
with them to their far distant
mis-sione-

Last week the citizens of Tularosa held a mass meeting to
discuss the question of a road
from Tularosa to Roswell.
About one hnndred citizens of
the town and vicinity of Tularosa were present, and the
question was gone into i n earnest. A subscription list was
started at the meeting, and the
result was $352.50 in cash and
twenty-on- e
days of labor and
twenty-thre- e
days of team work
home.
pledged before the meeting enSecond Week of City Schools.
ded. The Territorial government
$2,500
help
give
will
to
the The Alamogordo public schools
people of Lincoln county to put began the second week of the
the road through that county, session with large enrollment.
and it is up to Otero to see that There are thirteen teachers
it comes on to Alamogordo. employed this year. The schools
The people of Tularosa are in are progressing finely, and the
earnest, and that their part will session promises to be one of the
be done there is no room for best Alamogordo has had. Prof.
is eminently fitted for
doubt. It i 8 time for Alamo" George
cee position he fills, rnd he has
gordo to get busy and help bring an especially staff of teachers.
the road on to this place.
Miss Elizabert
Martin
left
Moves Family to TownMonday for Liberty, Mo., where
D. C, Jones, one of the High she is to attend the Liberty
Rolls promoters, has moved his Ladies College during the coming
family from High Rolls to Ala- school year. Miss Martin will
mogordo. Mr. Jones will occupy graduate in elocution at this
the residence belonging to the term of the school.
estate of Mrs. Hopper. Alamo"Go get 'em, we won't live t o
gordo is lucky to secure such
be as old as tMehuselah."
men as permanent citizens.
s.

STILL ADVERTISING

Heiring Before Judge Alford W. New Patients Continually ArrivingImprovements Are Being
Cooley Tuesday Case Decided
Made Sanatorium One of
Appeal to
for Eemurer8
the Best in Country.
Higner Court Taken.
The Lincoln county seat controversy was up before Judge
.
Cooley Tuesday.
Some time ago a temporary in
junction was asked for certain
citizens of the town of Lincoln,
restraining the county commis
sioners or other county officials
from removing the prisoners and
county records from Lincoln to

The Alamogorde Sanatorium
Company are still sending out
advertising matter, and the outlook for a good winter bnsiness
is good. Under the new manage

ment many changes have been
made, and the institution is now
one of the best of its kind in the

country- Mr. Clements, the new managCarrizozo.
er, is working hard for the sucbereavement.
The restraining order was is cess of the sanatorium, and with
The interment was In the city
by the court.
sued
the aid of such men as Dr. Gilcemetery, and took place TuesTuesday,
case
came
the
when
bert there is no reason why it
day morning.
up for final hearing, Jndge Cooley should not come up to his highdecided in favor of the demur est expectations.
Subscribe to The News.
rers to the injunction.
While the sanatorium is run
G. B. Barber is attorney for under the auspices of the Odd
the Lincoln faction
in the Fellows, it will not confine its
controversy.
patrons to the order. Any one
It is said that some of the Lin who is suffering with tuberculous
coin people claim that there trouble will be admitted.
were irregularities in the can
There are a good many patients
vass of the county for signatures being treated at the present
to the petition for the call of time, and many more are expectthe election. The charge is made ed to arrive soon. The institution
that names were put on the pe- can accommodate fifty patients
tition without the consent of the and the management say they
owners, or without consulting will increase the capacity if it
them.
should prove necessary.
It is said that Mr. Barber will The buildinecs are beautifully
take an appeal to the higher situated, and the views are
courts.
splendid.
There were present at the
hearing John W. Hewitt, of Taft Starts on Trip to the West
Carrizozo; H. B. Hamilton, LinThe president has started on
coln ; A. F. Hudspeth, Carrizozo ; his long trip around the country.
John A. Haley, county superin- He will visit Boston, where he
tendent of public instruction, will speak. A banquet will be
J. H. Canning, Carrizozo, and served to 20000 guests, who are
R. H. Taylor, Chas. W. Wingfield invited to meet the president,
and John H. Skinner, county At San Atonio, Texas, a pair
commissioners of the county of of gold spurs, costing $200, will
Lincoln.
be presented when he visits that
city,
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Starts in Barn of G. J. TULAROSA MASS MEETING
WolñngerMr. Wolñnger

Blaze

George Glisson died Monday
Mr. Glisson has been
morning.
ill for a long time, and his death
does not come as a surprise to
his friends. He has been for a
good many years a resident of
Alamogordo, at one time a member of the firm of Patty & Glisson, in the butcher business, and
later was associated with S.
Price in the gr eery business.
Mr. Glisson was about 86 year of
age.
He leavee a wife and two
children, who have the sympathy of the people in their

fill

SEAT CONTROVERSY

RECEIVE CERTIFICATES.

FEED PARK ANIMALS

Teachers Are Given Their Cer-

SMALL FIRE LAST FRIDAY.

5 CENTS

DEAD

Death of Harriman Does Not For Many Years a Resident of
Alamogordo Prominent in
Seriously Effect Road ConBusiness Circles Dies
struction Camps Laid Out
Monday Morning.
and Work Progressing
News from Gallup says that
the death of Harriman will not

PRICE

16, 1909.

Work Soon to be Started Money

Co-

iv.

ATTENDS GRAND LODGE

Park Management Asks Public
to Help Feed Animals and
Fowls Suffering for Food

tificates From County Institute Examinations.

The following teachers receivClements Goes to Seattle
ed certificates from the examinato Attend Sovereign Grand tion which was heldat the close of
Lodge of Odd Fellows.
the institnte :
Miss Zillah Burr, Mrs. Zane
J. D. Clements, manager of Ogden, Mrs. Fannie Jones, Miss
Alamogordo
Sanatorium, left Celeta Lewis, Miss Blanch Anyesterday to attend the Sove derson, and Miss Mittie Patterreign Grand Lodge of the Odd son, all of Alamogordo; Vera
Fellows, which meets in Seattle, Carter, Doppie Cooper, Jessie R.
Washington. Mr. Clements trip Taylor, Lorinda Spellman, Mae
is in the interest of the Sanator- Sanders and Dollie White, of
ium, and he will return by way Tularosa ; Mrs. Ola Goforth, of
of Colorado Springs and Denver, Pinon; Misses Zado and Hester
and spend some time studying Martin, of Camp; T. B.Milton,
the management of the sanator- and J. M. Helm, of La Luz; Mrs.
ium in these cities. Mr. Clements 0. A. Redic and Mrs. Lizzie
of Cloudcroft ; Vida Redic
expects to be gone about a
Montague, of
and
Edith
month, and will return with some
;
Rena
Latham, of Monu-taiin
regard
valuable information
Park, and Gladys Nesbit,
to the running of a sanatorium
of Las Cruces.
for tuberculous troubles.

J.

D.

Vir-de-

n,

Oro-gran-

n

Mrs. S. E. Dailey cordially invites the ladies o f Alamogordo
Elv Martin has completed the
and vicinity to attend her openenumeration of the school child- ing at the Prince store Septeren of District No. 1, Alamo- mber the 28. A large aud comgordo. The number will reach plete line of dress and street hats
very near 825. This number is a will be on display at that time.
little over that of last year, and
it is considerably above the cenBush Jobs Rushed.
sus taken two years ago. There
Rush Jobs Rushed is the motis also a good increase in the to of The News' job printing denumber of American children partment. You don't have to
over last year.
wait two or three weeks to get
your printing at this olhce. Any
Boost and The News will boost ordinary job printed same day
with you, knock and it will boost order is received. Call up 148
and we'll be after your order.
alone.
School

Census Completed.

The manager of the park has
asked The News to call the attention of the public to the animals and fowls in Alameda Park.
Some time ago Park Manager
Crippin invited the public to
feed the animals, using the
scraps of bread, cake and sweet
meats from the tables.
He says that for a time the
public responded nobly, but that
of late the feeding has stopped,
and that it is with difficulty that
he keeps his charges from actual
hunger.
In most cities the trouble is to
keeps peoples from feeding the
animals too much, It is never
any trouble to get food enouge to
keep them from hunger.
Mr. Crippin makes an appeal
to the people, and feels sure that
they will respond.
The swan and deeJ are very
found of bread and sweets, so if
you have any scraps left from the
table remember them when you
go to the park, and your though-fulnewill be appreciated.
ss

Died in Italy.
An Associated Press dispatch
from Colorado Springs says that

J. J. Hagerman died Sunday
night of lung trouble at Milan,

Italy. Mr. Hagerman was the
builder of Colorado railroad, and
was a prominent man in the
financial world.
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EARLY BEGINNING INSURES

Known

SUCCESS IN SWINE

m

BEST

AND CHEAPEST

FERTILIZING

Many Different Points In the Care, Feeding and Health
of Market and Breeding Stock- - Jy
A. J. Lovejoy.
The following notes are taken from age. and hare a well balanced ration.
The summer treatment of young
the address of A. J. Lovejoy. a well-knowpigs should be about the same aa for
swine breeder, delivered
before the Live Stock Breed- the market pigs. For late summer and
fall, I have made it a practice to have
ers' convention at Vrbana, III.:
The plK that la to be sold for meat a Held of Evergreen sweet corn to
has but a few months to lire, and feer in the roasting ear. I begin by
in feeding adding one stalk and ear for each pig
there should be no let-ufrom birth.
It will begin to eat in addition to his other feed; In a few
shelled corn at three or four weeks days two stalks and two ears, and
of age: and a little sweet skim milk gradually increase this amount to a
or a thick mush of the same material full feed, while diminishing the other
as that given the mother, is a great ration.
help to hasten growth.
In winter the brood sows should
Well bred or even god grade pigs have something to take the place of
1 know
of noth- should weigh 60 to SO pounds when the green pasture.
weaned at three months of age, and ing that will equal alfalfa, bright and
should then go on alfalfa, clover or green, run through a cutting machine.

chafed alfalfa and
other fresh green pasture, and have
shelled cor nmixed together and
corn twice a day. Late in the summer there should be ready for them ground in a steel bur grinder, make

one-thir- d

Two-third- s

"TaaWriBBilifl

Iff
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Profitable Type of Swine.
a pasture of rape, field peas or soy
If their
beans, besides the corn.
change to
sore,
teeth
become
shelled corn, soaked 24 hours in water, slightly salted.
It will pay to have a cool, shady
place where It Is rather dark, if possible, for the pigs to lie in during the
heat of the day, with free access to
a mixture of salt, copperas, lime and
ashes. The feeder should watch closely to see that every pig is eating with
a relish. If the pigs cough It is probably due to a dusty shed.
Worms
will also cause a cough, and if the
hair becomes starring and dead in appearance, it Is well to give a worm
powder.
Lice can be gotten rid of
by nipping, and all of the market dips
can be improved by adding crude oil
or petroleum.
The pigs will be ready
for market at any age after six to
eight months.
In raising hogs to be used as breeders the object is very different. They
are not to go to market at six to eight
months of age, but to grow up to maturity. They should be pushed for
rapid growth, but must be fed for a
growth of frame and bone; not fattened on corn, but expanded by a
feed of rich protein. At six, eight or
ten months of age, they should show
more length of body and more scale
than the market hogs, and be smooth
and well covered, but not so fat as for
market.
This can be very easily done by
feeding a mixed grain ration, with
ten per cent, of tankage or ten per
cent, of oil meal.
Use corn, barley
anil oats ground together, mixed thickly with water, and fed at once while
sweet.
It is much better to mix three
pounds of milk to one pound of grain.
If one has no milk the next best feed is
If one has
ten per cent, tankage.
the corn and does not want to buy
the mill feeds, he can use 80 per
cent, of corn and 20 per cent, of tank

an almost ideal ration which can be
fed dry or mixed thickly with scalding water; a little salt adds relish. It
is a cheap ration and has just bulk
enough to take the place of grass. If
one cannot have alfalfa, bright, well
cured clover is good. Sorghum cane
is a good fall feed until heavy freezing.
Mangles or sugar beets are of
course very good.
It is very necessary that the brood
sows have exercise, that they may
bring strong litters of pigs, full of vitality. It Is best to keep the same
sows for several years If they hare

WATCH YOUR
HORSE'S FEET

Inside of the foot because of the habit
of fitting the shoes closer to the center of the frog than the outside, thus

Shoer Should Thoroughly Understand A nti to my of the Foot.
It Is absolutely essential for the
horscshoer to thoroughly understand
the anatomy and physical laws as
rules of the
well na tito mecha-laica- l
horse's toot, for most all ailments to
Yhlch horses' feet are subject come
under h!r, direct supervision.
He is often called upon to treat foot
Cicordcrs and should equip himself
with sufficient knowledge of the subject before attempting to remedy such
ailments.
Corns seem to be one of the most
obstinate cases that come under the
observation of the horseshoer.
Some authorities claim that these
the corns on the
corns resemble
human foot, but they are misled on
account of tho cause and location being ncnorally the same.
It Is a misapplied term when connected with the foot of the horse.
Tho discoloration which appears between the bar and wall is a deposit of
blood after n n.f.uie of the bjod vessels which form such a complex network around the foot. This part of
the foot has to do more than its share
of work. Corns are chiefly found on the

Good Friends.
proven

SPOTTED BEAN WEEVIL PEST.

good

breeders and careful
mothers; they will raise more and
better pigs than the young gilts.
Mature sows can be kept breeding,
raising two litters annually, and can
be carried from year to year after
weaning their litters, quite cheaply,
with little or no grain after the spring
litter is weaned until the fall litter
comes, if they can have fresh grass
or other succulent feed. We should
learn to produce as much of the feed
as possible ourselves.

throwing the work on the inside heel.
Another error is making shoes right
and left. Why should this be done
when there is no distinction in the
anatomy? The foot has as many points
of observation as a marine compass
and each point must be rigidly observed if we wish to be successful in
manipulating the ailments of the foot.
The shoe must be an equal distance
from the center of the frog In order
to balance the foot.
If this cannot be done by nature,
mechanical rules must be followed.
The Open-ToTree.
It is not necessary to go over the
tree trying to cut off every little twig.
The lenders are the ones that need
attention. When heading in these
leaders it is best to cut them off to
a side branch, rather than to dormant bud. Frequently when an Inexperienced man practices heading-ihe Is tempted to shear the tree all
over and leave it a smooth, oval form.
It will be seen that this Is very different from the method described above,
where only the leaders are cut back
and the side shoots thinned, so as to
leave an open top. The amount of
heading-ito be done should vary
from year to year, according as the
crop promises to be large or smell.
As the tree gets older less headlnc-iIs usually necessary.
p

n

n

WAY OF

SOIL

Practical Method of Preparation by
Which the Farmer May Acquire
Piece of Land Upon Which He
May Raise Three
ceaaive Crop.
As I see it the thing most needed Is
the fertilization of the soils that they
may be brought to a high state of production, says Mark Austin, in Denver Field and Farm. No doubt many
f us realize that it is impossible to

take something from the soil that
In other words,
It does not contain.
we cannot hope to continually make a
draft upon mother earth unless we
make a deposit, any more than we
could upon the successful banks of
our country. Neither could we hope
to get successful work from our ani-

mals unless they are properly fed, for
we could not urge them beyond their
strength, and. furthermore, we would
not care to do so.
The best and cheapest method of
fertilizing, and one that is possible
to use in a large way here in the arid
region, is the one we should study out.
1
find after three years of experimental work that alfalfa is one of the
most lasting and cheapest methods of
fertilising that we have found, and
while we have tried to use this In a
great many ways for the preparation
of the soil for the raising or sugar
beets, I have come to the conclusion
that the plowing under of the first
crop during June, having the soil
moist and in excellent condition for
plowing and seeing that it is plowed
proper depth with regard to the kind
and condition of the soil, and previous plowing about eight to ten
inches deep and then see to It that
every root of the alfalfa is out and
that all the green foliage is properly
Covered and thoroughly turning the
soil and immediately running a
smoother over it so that it will retain the moisture, is the best mode of
procedure.
Then the soil may lay fallow until
say towards fall and just before beet
harvest replow about an inch to an
inch and a half deeper than the previous plowing, thoroughly turning the
soil again and see to it that the plowing is well done. In the spring following all that would be required
would be proper harrowing and pulverizing of the surface, planting of
beets as soon in the spring as the
condition of the weather and season
will permit.
During the last three
years we have begun planting about
the 5th to the 10th of April and as
a general rule our beets planted early
have been the best. Instead of lying
fallow after the plowing potatoes
could be grown upon the land, planting immediately after the plowing is
done by taking a shovel plow and
opening a shallow furrow, dropping
the potatoes from about three to four
Inches deep, then covering immediate
ly by running a plank leveler or potato cultivator over while the ground
is moist so that the potatoes will begin to grow at once.
The best method, however, would be
be to use a potato seeder, as the work
can be done properly. Then the
ground should be cultivated in a week
or ten days after the potatoes are
planted and the ground should be thoroughly stirred from 12 to 15 days until
the time arrives for irrigation and in
this way the weeds will be kept down
and the potatoes assisted in growth.
The potato crop would pay the expense of the preparation of the soil
and would leave the ground in excellent condition for sugar beets. Potatoes do not extract the same elements
of plant food from the soil that beets
do. Either of these preparations will
give the farmer a piece of land upon
which he may raise three successive
crops of sugar beets.

'

for Man Years.
Western Country for Paw
Seasons Only.

One of be pesu which come to oar
bean crop Is the bean ladybird, also
frequently referred to as the spotted
It has been known for
bean weevil
many years but has been found injurious only for a few seasons In the
irrigated section of the western counThe insect Is nearly hemispheritry
c ;,! in outline and broadly oval. Its
length is a little more than one-fourt-h
Its color is light yellowof an inch.
ish brown with four black spots on
each wing corer. The Insect is of late
mentioned as one of the worst eneIn
mies to bean crops in the west.
both larval and adult stages it deThe
vours all parts of the beans.
full grown larva Is about the same
length as the adult. The beetle makes
Its appearance from the latter part
of June to the middle of July and a
new brood appears in September and
October.
The winter is passed in
adult stage, and only a single generation has been observed In a year.
Paris green is one of the most useful
Insecticides for the destruction of this
species.
However, great care must
he taken in its application for certain
varieties of beans are likely to be
killed by the burning of the leaves. It
should be applied as an underspray
at the first appearance of the beetles.

Curing Native Hay.
Wide differences of opinion exist
among farmers concerning the best
method for curing native hay. Some
believe the best results are gained if
the crop is allowed to stand until the
bloom has turned brown.
Others believe that hay ought to be cut before
it begins to bloom. Again many farmers maintain that hay ought to lie in
the swath until it is dry, so that it
will keep well when put in stack in
other words that the hay ought to be
allowed to cure In the swath. While
all these arguments may be based on
the experience of those who put them
forward, yet if we question those men
who have been the must successful in
handling of hay in large quantities we
will find that they are practically
unanimous in their conclusions as to
the best time of cutting and the best
manner of handling hay in order that
it may be cured most acceptably.
They make a business of putting up
hay and do it right. Their hay is always in demand from regular customers.
Effects of Tillage.
Proper tillage has two important effects. First, the soil is brought Into
the desirable condition already described, so that there will be a deep,
mellow, but firm seed and root bed
to absorb and store the rainfall and
to prepare plant food, and, second,
the loss of water by evaporation from
the soil is prevented as far as pos
sible. The operations of tillage may
be considered under two heads the
preparation of the seed bed, since It
is universally applicable; but there
are special cases where draining I
the first requisite in bringing the soil
into condition.

Kerosene emulsion applied as an underspray gives still better results.
Hand picking of the beetles and their
eggs at the first appearance is a preventive measure practical only when
the crop is grown in small quantities.
GASOLINE ENGINE SAVES DAY.
Lands Thought Beyond Reach of
Water Have Been Brought
Under Cultivation.

By It

Irrigation problems have been simplified in recent years by the introduction of the gasoline engine. Lands
formerly thought to be beyond the
reach of water have been brought unIiong and costly
der cultivation.
ditches have been rendered unnecessary. Flumes which are always costly to maintain have been abolished
land,
and large tracts of bench-bluf- f
lying high above a running stream
or lake have been reclaimed.
But irrigation by pumping was not
at first a popular thing. People in
this new west thought that the only
way was to bring the water to the
They thought
that
land by ditch.
pumping water for irrigation would
be too expensive or that the water
could not be supplied in sufficient
quantities.
Ideas as well as conditions in the
Irrigated country have changed, however. Theories and notions have
given away before facts. The gasoline
engine has proven a success. It has
pumped water in sufficient quantities.
It has done it so economically that
many a farmer with land which would
otherwise have remained dry, and
therefore, unproductive, has been
glad to avail himself of it and has
found that he can farm with a good
profit.
Many a fine farm producing
mixed crops, small fruits, vegetables
and grasses, has had no other means
of irrigation than by water pumped
by means of a gasoline engine.
BEST TIME FOR IRRIGATION.
Secret of Growing Potatoes, Melons
and Other Crops Is to Start
Watering Early.

WHICH

PLACE?

IS HOTTEST

ihocts
Hawthorn:

of riant.

Tno hat

w

hear

on

. Cal, Wheri

Yuma, Aria., and Nasdl
Thermometer Dally
Mark, Given Honor.

1

With the advent at hat
weather the old controversy between
Yuma and Needles, the first In Arnv
oaa, and the other in California, as to
which la the hottest plac In the United States baa been rerlved. Neither
la clamoring for tha distinction ok.
upon
no. each Is striving to thrust It
the other! As a matter of fact, tke
dlference is so slight that It isn't
worth quarreling about
From now on until late In September the mercury will climb up in the
New York

Industry and Frugality.
The way to wealth 1s aa plain as th
way to market. It depends chief!)
aa two words. Industry and frugality!
that Is, wast neither timo nor mor
ey, but Bake the best use of both.
Without industry and frugality noth.
Ing win do, and with them, everything
Franklin.
A Strange Story.
A family In this city ha

just eel,
the twentieth anniversary ol

b rated

the entrance of the cook into their
service. Truth is stranger than ficNew

tion.

York Herald.

TIs the Mood That Counts.
For the disatlsfted man. all life is
unsatisfactory; and for the one that it
contented, the world is full of com
man,
forts. And, for the cheerful
even the easterly wind is musical it
the window crevices. Mountford.

Hotel at Needles, Cal.

tube until it reaches the 120 mark
nearly every day in both places; and
there are weeks at a stretch when it
never falls below 100 even at night.
One can cook eggs hard by simply
burying them in the hot sand. The
Mojave Indians of the lower valley of
the Colorado river always go barefoot,
and the hot sands and stones have cat
loused their feet until they are as
hard and as insensible to pain as the
hoofs of a horse; they can walk
coals
t
through fire and trample
without flinching.
The extreme heat Is due to the low
altitude, combined with the proximity
of the Colorado and Mojave deserts.
For 1,000 miles on the east, and 500
on the north and west, stretches a
waste of sand and cacti. With every
mile traversed by the winds they gather heat, so that a cooling breeze
from any direction Is an impossibility.
The man that traverses the deserts
doesn't wonder that Yuma and Needles
are hot. He only wonders that they
are not white hot.
Persons who can stand the exces
sive heat find Needles and Yuma
health resort admiably adapted to
the cure of consumption, bronchitis
and rheumatism. However, most people would consider the disease more
tolerable than the cure.
A year ago a pretentious hotel was
built at Needles for the purpose of
exploiting the place as a winter resort. It is all right In winter time,
but in the summer months New York's
tenement districts are cool and delightful in comparison. Electric fans
are installed in the hotel in every
room and corridor, and wide balconies
protect every apartment from ever
receiving the direct rays of the sun.
At nights guests pull their beds out
on the corridors; but neither science
nor ingenuity has devised a way of
making life tolerable in Needles in
summer time.

One of th Few.
There Is a man in our town, and
he is wondrous wl3e; when he Wrltatft
to the editor be dotteth all his fs.
And when the i's are dotted, to prove
that he's tho cheese, be punctuates
each paragraph and crosseth all his
t'a. Upon one side alone be writes
and never rolls the leaves; so from
tho stern blue pencil man a smile be
ok receives. And when a question
be doth ask (he's truly a wise guy),
stamp he never fais to Ida
close for a reply.
two-ce-

Recollections of Tour.

red-ho-

NEW POST FOR LIEUT. GRANT.
Grandson of Famous War General la
Superintendent of State, War and
Navy Buildings at Capital.
Washington. First Lieut. Ulysses S.
Grant, 111., corps of engineers, United

The secret of growing A. No. 1 potatoes in the irrigated region is to
start watering when the tubers begin to set, says a writer in the Missouri Valley Farmer. No check in
growth should be allowed, otherwise
when applied a new growth will start
and a large number of small potatoes
will be the result.
The same holds true for tomatoes,
melons, peas and similar crops which
bear fruit, although they should not
be watered when in full bloom, as this
tends to prevent the setting of the
fruit.
Corn yields heaviest when it has
plenty of water when the tassel and
slik begin to form, and wheat, oats
and barley when the grain is forming.
It is useless to water matured grain
or grass.
Shallow cultivation is given after
each irrigation as soon as the land
will admit without puddling the soil.

a London drawing room recently
tho hostess said to a comfortable look,
ing lady ,the widow of a wealthy MIA
In

land manufacturer, who had been touring during tho winter in the sunny
south: "Of course, you went to Romo,
dear Mrs. Dash?" "Home!" replied the
widow vaguely and meditatively, "dU
Ethel?" to hei
wo go to Rome,
daughter this. "Yes, ma, you know
we did, that bug place where I
those lovely silk stockings."
Rank Counterfeit.
A show was advertised

in Topeka

recently with a girl to give the Saloma
dance. Everyone went expecting to
see something wicked, and the girl
did the dance in a bath robe! Tha
real Salome wears only seven veils,
dances seven times, and takes off
veil every time. Real proper peopls
eave at the third veil. Atchison
Globe.

Most Men Can be Tracked.
Most men cam be tracked as easily
as you track a fox. Original meo,
even if they go to the universities.
have a trick of leaving them without
taking a degree. Who taught Robert
Browning bis marvelous lore? You
cermet say. No great poet perhaps
ever expressed orthodox opinions.
Augustine Birrell.

First Use of War Balloon.
At the battle of Fleuris June 28,
1791. iu the
French revolutionary
psriod, ihe balloon was for the first
tim used is the service of the army.
The Austrian, stupefied, saw the cap.
tive airship Bntrepcnant above theti
iieads at a height of 300 meters. This
Apparition greatly angered the Austrian, Gen. Cobourg, who cried out:
"Is there anything these scoundrels
w!l! not invent?"
Camera Points Out Faults.
Before the Royal Photographic So.
clety of England a lecturer said recently:
"One of the treasons why
Americans excel in certain branches
of athletics is that athletic clubs in
the United States use tbe focalplane
photograph and the cinematograph to
record every incident of their practice. Afterward faults are corrected
by careful study of what the camera'
shows."
8afety for Submarine Crew.
a of British submarines art
taught how to use a safety helmet
and waterproof jacket designed t
save tbem in case the submarine on
which they are engaged ia sunk. Tho
men are taught tn a special tank and
are lowered into the water tn a kind
of diving be:l They learn to put on
the helmet and jacket which carry
a tere of air capable of being used
,ver and ever again and whk can be
put on rn 30 seconds and also how to
leave- the sunken vessel.

Cíe

States army, grandson of President
Grant, the famous war general, has
been appointed superintendent of tbe
state, war and navy building at WashGreen Manuring.
The practice of green manuring is ington.
not much known of nor carried on as
Capt John H. Poole, corps of engimuch as it should be. If you cannot
neers, held the office of superintendgrow half the garden or a portion of ent for about four years. He succeedIt In alfalfa or clover for a year and
ed Rear Admiral George W. Baird of
plow under when in bloom the followthe navy.
Capt. Poole made many reforms and
ing year, you should grow field
DIRECTORY
peas, which are next best every improvements in what is known as OKLAHOMA
year, and plow under deep at blos"the biggest office building In the
soming time. By so doing you can world," and reduced expenses considMONUEMNTS
grow your late garden on the ground
erably. He is relieved from this duty
k J
W. km a km
to enable him to take a
after it has been green manured, pror
course
FWaM laaaaaa
'
vided It is irrigated to rot the vegeof instruction at the School of the
tlmi rn Call ar riM
tation plowed under.
Line at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
MM
OKLAHOMA Cnt
Officers of the army corps of enGHAWTE CO.,
BLE
Feeding Hogs.
gineers are eligible to detail to the
US Wart CaKaraia.
"
of
feed to give all of
It is a waste
car.
superintendency since the naval corps
the hogs on the farm the same kind of engineers was merged Into
the
of food, when there are in the herd
line of tbe navy several years ago.
fattening hogs, brood sows, stockers
Lieut Grant, the new superintendHOOF IMG
and suckling pigs.
ent, since bis graduation near the
ad tea lomal'.ol
HI,, m
In nearly all cases with bogs care
head of hi class at West point in
Mrkaw aLMrtm
u
should be taken to feed according to
rtjFF
June, 1903, has served a tour of duty
miiiiimm1
age, condition and time of marketing.
at the engineer school at WashingDOOR COMPANY
THE OKLAKCHA SASH
There is no profit in stinting the ton barracks, and also as one of
Caj.UAA
tho M.S.
hogs in their supply of feed in the military aids of President
Roosevelt
fall In order that there may be grain
For several months past he has been SCHOOL AND CHURCH FURNITURE
in the bins next spring.
am "
mu,
cniuMtx acnooL
stauonea at Boston on duty In cnnnei- - orrau
ückw Si"
Bwrjtkliif M l
DbtlonuMi.
IMt
BIPEK. Oklt,.ii.
tion with the river and harbor works lr prioM u term.. JUriH
Tilling the Soil.
Prepare the ground, plant the seed, ana ioruucauons in that vicinity
i.asi year u married Miss fiMlth
till the soli and keep tilling and you
Root daughter of Senator Root of ana VELIE VEHICLES ra -will be kept busy gathering tbe crop
mmm iwa.
when harvest time comes.
81 JOKK SEEK PLOW CO., OXUBO:. CIY1
-

two-yea-
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AUTHOR'S NOTE.
The material facta In this
story of circumstantial evidence
are drawn from an actual recorded casa, only such change
of names and local color being
mads as to remove thorn from
the classification of legal reports to that of fiction. AH the
essential points of evidence,
however, ara retained.

the mcmnrrs of the CallSkin club dronm-- .l Into
their accustomed places
Judge
Dennett
entered
with a stranger of distin
guished meln, and dignified
bearing. His white bair
andwhlte mutton-chowhis
kers betokened the coun
try jurist of long experience whose reverence for
the English bench caused
hlni unwittingly to assume the personal appearance of a wearer of the wig
and ermine of Blackstonlan days.
Judge Dennett Introduced him as
Judge Tannar and assured the club
that his guest was primed with many
a reminiscence of his long career and
would gladly furnish the story of the
evening. After the pipes of good fellowship had been burned for a space
Judge Tanner arose and began his
story of circumstantial evidence.
"I often wonder," he said, "If there
Is a trial judge of any considerable
experience who has not carried some
one case as a load on his mind and
conscience for years after the verdict
of the jury is in and the condemned
led away to execution. It ia a wise
provision of the law that makes the
jury the judge both of the law and
the evidence, and the judge but the
medium through
which the law
reaches the twelve; and I cannot conceive the condition of mind of those
early English judges, before whom,
up to the
when they had arrived at a conviction and he entered, and going
of guilt, even the jury was power- bed. flushed his light upon the bloodv
man's
spectacle of the murdered
less. It was from their arbitrary and body.
So great was his horror and
unreasonable rulings, now happily not surprise
that he dropitcd the knife
held within the power of the judge, upon
bloody sheets, and had only
the
that most of our records of miscarried Just picked it up again when
the two
justice have resulted.
traveling men entered.
"Within my own experience there
' His trembling and fear at their
has come one case which I believe Is
as strange as any of record and which arrival he attributed to the natural
terfor years, as I looked back upon It, horror of the situation and the
thought tbat guilt
caused me to doubt the ability of man ror of the instant
ever infallibly to pass judgment upon might point to him.
"With such a degree of sincerity
a fellow creature. The parties now
are all dead and I tell it for the first was his story told, and so firm was
the landlord's bearing before the pretime. But to the story.
"In a little city on the circuit in liminary court that he attracted many
which I have held court for more sympathizers who believed his story
years than I care to think of there and looked upon him as the unfortuwat at one time a hotel kept by a nate victim of a most peculiar comvery respectable man named Jona- bination of circumstances.
"But these circumstances were too
than Miller. It was the favorite stopping place for commercial travellers patent to be ignored and Miller was
and thus the most prominent and best bound over to await the action of
the grand jury, indicted and in due
paying hotel In the city.
"One evening a jewelry salesman by course of time brought to trial bethe name of Robert Conway arrived fore me.
"In the time intervening between
at the hotel just before supper. He
instrncted Miller to send his grips up his arrest and his trial the landlord's
to his room and remarked In the hear attitude was a mixture of terror and
ing of several at the desk that he did bravado which did not tend to innot care to have them left In the gen- crease the belief of the general pubI myself, aleral baggage room as he was carrying lic in his Innocence.
a far more expensive line of samples though I have always endeavored to
than usual. He also asked that the enter a trial free from prejudice,
door be carefully locked and the key bad I been a venireman, should have
been forced to admit that I had
brought to him.
the
"Supper over, he fell In with a formed an opinion concerning
salesman for a shoe house and one guilt or innocence of the accused.
"The state naturally rested upon
for a clothing firm and they repaired
to the bar where they played cards the testimony of the two salesmen
and drank until 11 o'clock, when they who swore to the events of the fatal
all retired. It happened that the hotel evening and to entering the room
was well filled and the clothing man just in time to find the landlord bendand the sboe man bad been forced to ing over the body. They were both
take a double room together. This firm In the conclusion that his terror
room was directly across the hall upon seeing them was the terror of
I admit that de
from the one occupied by the jewelry discovered guilt.
fendant's counsel should not have alsalesman.
"About two o'clock in the morning lowed this portion of their testimony
the two roommates were awakened by to go to the jury, but no objection
groans which seemed to come from was made to it.
"Also further damaging evidence
the room of their companion of the
against him was produced to the ef
evening across the hall.
"They arose and without stopping to fect that he had a short time before
dress hurried out to see what the trou- become liable through indorsing a
ble was. Yon can Imagine their hor- note for a large sum of money and
ror to find Conway, the Jewelry man. that his ownership of the hotel was
in case he was not able
dead, the bed
and stand- threatened
This seemed
ing over him, a dark lantern in one to raise the amount.
hand and a bloody knife In the other, to furnish a powerful motive for the
That he had always borne
Jonathan Miller, the landlord, who crime.
trembled violently and gasped Inco- a good reputation, that his record for
herently when they burst Into the honesty was such tbat he might easily have raised the sum of money he
chamber of death.
required on a loan, and his own story
"The case seemed black enough
to Conway's room and findagalast him. There was not a sus- of going body
were all that the unforing the
picion in the miad of anyone In the
had to offer in his
tunate
landlord
city that he could be otherwise than
own defense.
guilty. Yet when taken before a jus"There could have been but one
tice for a preliminary hearing he most
to what the verdict of
stoutly maintained his Innocence and conclusion as
would be, although I am sure
told a story which had it not paled the jury
par1
Into Improbability by the side of that gave them the law without
damning circumstances against him tiality. Miller took his sentence with
resignation and when I asked him If
would have been plausible In the exhe had anything to say, he arose and
treme.
addressed the court as follows:
"He said he had just reached his
" 'Your honor. It comes to every
worn after, as was his custom, sitof my
ting up until a train due at half past man once to die. For the sake
who stood by me so nobly
wife
dear
one. came in. He had not had time
I should
to remove his clothing when he, too, through this terrible ordeal
hsve chosen for myself a different
neard groans coming from the
end from that which is to be my lot
of Conway's room. Like the I have no fault to find with the view
two salesmen, he had hurried to Inthe jury and this court have taken of
vestigate, and aa a weapon of detheir duty, but you are making a
fense he had taken the knife.
He
mistake. You have convicted
lso picked up the dark lantern which terrible
I am not guilty
an Innocent man.
nc alwaya used in making bis
last of the death of Robert Conway. I had
rounds of the hotel and which was nothing whatever to do with his
"'Hi lighted.
death. Some day the truth will come
vnen he reached the Jeweler's out, but I fear It will be long after
door he was surprised to find It stand-In- . I have done wltb this world. I have
open.
The groans aavt ceased. no more to say but tbat I am lnac-neigh-borhoo- d
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Now! Then! I

TRIES

PLYERS ON BABY FIRST,
GET8 SPANKED, AND EVENS
UP ON SETTER.

Newark, N. J.

ner put the pup

Little Edward Hor
In a comer in epira

"
of the doggy's
He stuck in a
pair of pliers and pulled out three
teeth and said: "What a smart boy
am 1" until his mother caught him
and told bis father, and then little
Edward Horner got something that
was not any Christmas pie by a long
shot.
Edward Horner of Jacksonville, H.
J, believes his son Edward, six years
old, is cut out for a dentist. Edward's
mother took him to a dentist a few
days ago to have an acbing tooth ex- "ki-yl!-

13

blood-soake-

BOY

i'CirffM

bJ

vTHEN

mmmmmmmmmm
A

Opinion.

rt

'I say. Jim, what do they mean by
fearsome' in this here game of golf?"
Don't know, Dick, unless it's the
way some folks play."

Attend to Your Liver
No organ In the human body can
give as many different kinds of trou
ble as the liver when it Is not right.

Simmons' Liver Purifier makes it right
and keeps it so.
Men who travel on their nerve are
apt to become nervous wrecks.
ARE YOUR CLOTHES FADED
Use Red Cross Ball Blue and make them
white again. Large 2 oz. package, 5 cents

understand why he
When they put It
on him I hadn't the nerve to speak,
up. My God, I've got Miller on my'
There they both stand.
soul, too!
Take 'em away,' and he went Into
unintelligible ravings which finally
ended in the gasp of death.
"You can imagine my state of
mind Don bearing this terrible con- Was not Miller's death
focuinn
upon my soul as well? Was I not
...
w Hovtnff ft.
equally immuic fnvi nnt
keener insight into character that T,
might have read his innocence In.
Many a long!
Mo tearifasr attitude?
night as I walked the floor of my.j
I never

Undertake deliberately, but having

could
me.

begun, persevere.

didn't see

Wren.

The Yelps of the Pup Brought Mrs.
Horner to the Carriage House.
tracted.

When the boy saw the

den-

tist's kit

of tools he squirmed.
Promises of candy, ice cream and
pennies were of no avail. His moth

er was bound he'd have that tooth

out, and young Edward was forcibly
placed in the chair. He, squirmed and
kicked. The doctor suggested an anes
thetic, but the boy's mother object
ed. She agreed to have Edward
strapped In the chair. This was
done.
The aching tooth was removed, the
dentist being kicked in the face and
having his nose damaged in the
scrimmage.
When Edward returned home he
was mad as a hornet. His mother
caught him in the act of putting a
pair of pliers Into the baby's mouth,
with the intention of removing its
only tooth. Edward got a spanking
for this, which moved his seat of distress some distance from his jaw. He
NOTHING LIKE IT FOR
was madder than a hornet by this
efcaayoValifric
T"'""
Tilt?
lime.
nSs TFLTTIi in cleansing, whitening and
A few days ago Mr. Horner brought
moving tartar from the teeth, besides destroying
home a puppy setter dog for which all genu of decay aad diioies which ordinary
he paid $25. He put the pup in the tooth preparation! cannot do.
carriage house.
Pasoso sted as a
Mill ITU
I
wash disiniecU the rnouth
Edward stealthily
carried
the
throat,
and
aad kill the germs
breath,
purine
the
baby's high chair to the carriage-house- ,
which
collect
mouth,
in
the
causing sore throat,
got a rope and tied the dog
bad teeth, bad breath, grippe, aad much sirsnrss.
In the chair, took the pliers and prowhen inflamed, tired, ache
TUL? PYLTQ
ceeded to do business.
aWtv) and bum, may be instantly
The yelps of the pup brought Mrs. elievad and strengthened by Purine.
Horner to the carriage house just as
will destroy the germs
PDU Paxtine
young Edward was yanking out the WH I ApnlT
uW cUie catarrh, heal the
third tooth from the dog's mouth.
It is a sum
and amp the discharge.
Edward's father attented to him, remedy (or uterine catarrh.
and Edward is madder than a whole
Paxtma is a harmless yet powerful
MrmáádatsámWlant aad deodorirrr.
nest of hornets.

TOILET ANTISEPTIC

cent, and this
w, decía, to -31
end.'
"How many men when facing death
on the gallows have said the same.
I wonder how many men have said
it truly.
It Is true, as Pope says,
that hope springs eternal in the human breast, but I often wonder if we
do not make a grievous error in not
giving greater credence to the dylns
statement of a condemned man.
"Jonathan Miller paid the penalty
of the death of Robert Conway with
the same stoical resignation which
had marked the end of many a man
In the same extremity.
With his
death the caBe seemed at an end and
it passed from my mind along with
many other cases which have arisen
in a long and busy career.
I probably
never again would have recalled it
except incidentally had it not been for
a strange occurrence.
I was Just retiring for the night
one evening about two years after
the execution of Miller when I was
startled by the sound of a horse dashing madly up to my gate.
There
was a loud rapping on the door and
upon opening It the panting horseman
cried:
"'Buck Everett's just been shot
down in Kiley's saloon.
He's dying
and wants to see you right away.
Says he's got an important confession
to make.'
'1 hurried out, and mounting the
messenger's horse, spurred full speed
for Kiley's place, which was a disreputable roadhouse about a mile distant.
On the way I tried to recall
who Buck Everett might be, and at
last remembered him as the porter
In Miller's hotel at the time of the
Conway murder. When I arrived at
the place be was almost gone, but
with the aid of a stiff drink of whisky
he revived sufficiently to make the
following confession: .
'"I'm a goner, judge, but before I
cash in Tve got to get something off
my mind. It's Conway. I've seen him
day and night. My God, judge, there
he Is now pointing his bony finger
at me! Take him away. For God's
sake take him away.' He gasped In
terror and the froth upon his pallid
lips was bloody. We thought he was
going before his weighty secret was
told.
"Tome, Buck, have it out and
you'll go easier,' I said as I held his
head.
" 'Yes, judge, I've got to tell it.' he
whispered. 'It was me that killed Conway. Millar never done it The
thing took hold on me whan I took his
grips upstairs and he said they was
full at jewelry. I slipped In and
knifed him as he slept and got what
there was in his pocket r. I was Just
turnln' to the grips when I heard
the landlord comln' down the hall. I
i slipped out and got post htm, anI
1

'-

mouth-InU- U

t

lilt

M

chamber I turned these questions ver
ing my mind, never finding an answer that was satisfactory to my
conscience. I seriously considered re
My faith
signing from the bench.
in man's justice had received a crush
ing blow. For five years I carried
that weight of self accusing guilt, and
only the sympathy of my friends and
the loyalty and trust of my townsmen
sustained me.
'One night I was seated in the study
of Rev Charles Polndexter, the rec
tor of the Episcopalian church. Before a cheery grate fire we talked into
the night and to him I unburdened my
soul.
" 'My heavens, judge' he said to me,
laying his hand on my shoulder.
'Why haven't you told me all this be
fore? I might have saved you these)
years of troubling. Xever before have
I disclosed that which has been im
parted to me in the confessional, but
in this case 1 believe my duty to
the dead Is outweighted by my duty
to the living.
When you sentenced
Jonathan Miller you condemned
guilty man. You remember tbat I at
tended him as a spiritual adviser In
his last hours. To me alone he told
the true story of that fatal night. He
was guilty of Conway's death although
bis hand did not strike the blow.
He went to Conway's room with the
Intent to murder bim and rob htm of
his wealth. It was for that fell pur
pose that he took the knife and lan
tern.
When he reached the room
he found the deed already done, and
even as the two traveling men entered the room he was meditating
upon how he might secure the con
tents of the satchels and hide them.
Let your mind rest. Judge; his hand
was as guilty as the hand that struck
the blow!
"Thus was the weight of years lift
ed from my mind, and this, gentle
men. Is my story."
congratulations
Amid the
and
thanks of the members of the Calf
Skin clnb Judge Grower from the
chair announced that Judge Sturgla
had a story for the next meeting.
-

(Copyright,

1909,

by W. O. Chapman.)
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TAKES
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DROP

After Plunge Through Skylight
Boy Asks for Dish of
Ice Cream.

Used m bathing it destroys odors and
Us res the body airharprirslly clean.
rOR

LE AT OROO STORKS.BOc.
OR POSTPAID BY MAIL.

LARGE SAMPLE FREE!
tmi piurron toilet oo. bottom.

New York. Anthony Roach fell
through the skylight on the roof of
his home to a platform 45 feet below
Then the boy of 5 years said he wanted a dish of ice cream.
Anthony and his brother Joseph had
built a shanty on the roof, to the de
light of other boys in the neighbor
hood.
Joseph gloried in the posses
sion of a new kite recently and had
climbed to the top of the ohimney for
a breeze. While he was perched there
Anthony ran toward him, stumbled
into the skylight and crashed through.
Mrs. Isabelle Owens saw his body
pass her window and expected to find
the boy dead, but when she reached
him be was on his feet trying to raise
a window of an empty flat in the next
house. Dr. Bugbee was called from
St. Vincent's hospital and by the time
he had arrived the youngster had
been carried. kicking, to his home.
"I don't want a doctor, I want some
ice cream," said Anthony.
With the exception of a few
cratches the boy was uninjured. And
he got his ice cream.

Needle Goes Through Foot.
Washington, Ind. Miss Bernadette
Keller of this city has had the experience of t, needle working , entirely
through ber foot in less than a year.
Last September,
while walking
across the floor of her room In bare
feet. Miss Keller stepped on a needle
which was driven deep into the flesh.
No particular attention was paid to
the wound and It soon healed.
Several months later she experienced great pain in the foot, bat
would not consult physicians. A few
days ago a red spot appeared on top
of ber foot near the Instep and
while applying a home remedy, the
young woman touched the point of
the needle, which she removed her
W of another needleelf with '
-

MASS.

SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured by
these Little nils.

ICARTFI
bmssjm

BlTTLC
H I VER

PILLS

They also relleT DIs- tress from Dyspepsia,
digestion and Too Hearty

Eating.

A

perfect

td! for Dlzilneas,

rem--

Kau--

Drowslnesa, Bad
Taste la the Mouth. Coated Tongue, Pain In the
lain. TORPID LIVES.
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
sea,

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine Must Bear
Signature

(CARTERS)
BNIiTTie
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IEFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Nothing
Like
them in the world. CASCAREIS the
Because fi t the best
biggest seller-w- hy?
It's
medicine lor the Over and bowels.
what they will do (or you not what
we toy they will do that makes
tve
CASCARETS famous. MSo
CASCARETS aad k al the rnerJwoe:

that they ever Med to take.
CASCABXra roc a sea tar a week's

tu

treatment, all drusvists. Biggest seller
In the world. Million bOXC at ttttaWltaWa

More Than Two Million Users
NO HONING
NO STROPPING

KNOWN

WVJMJ) OVER

ALAMOGORDO

BE A B008TEB FOR A WHILE.

NEWS

Pot Toor hammer in the locker ;
Hide the sounding board likewise
Anyone can be a knocker ;

H. LA SALLE, Publisher

j

$1.50 a Year in Advance.
Entered at the poatofica to Alamoa-ordoMw Mexico, for tranamiaaioa thri.au
Baila a aecoad claa. matter.

ADVEETI8IBQ

.

the

RATES.

Beginning August 1, the following
advertising rales will become effec
live Id The Alamogordo New. Abao
lutely no concessions to anyone
Professional Cards occupying 1
Inch or less space. II a month.
I'laln Display advertising. 15 cents
per single column Inch each Inser
a
tlon. Display Ads sontainlng only
reasonable amount of price list matInch
eolumn
ter N cents per single
each Issue. Display Ads containing
lu.go amount nf Baures and prlc-limatter. 25 cents per single eolumn
inch each issue.
Locals or reading notices. One
Cent a word each issue. No charge
If locals are
made by the line.
wanted In black face type, double
Figures
price will be charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers.
25 cents Minimum charge on dis00.
play advertising,
Cards of thanks, resolutions of respect, obituaries and nutices of
churches and societies where an ad
mission lee is charged to the affair
advertised, one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are
charged by all other county seat papers In the Wr'tory.
st

1

Outing Flannel

Cultivate the manner winning,
Tho' it hurt your face to smile
And seems awkward in beginning,
Be a booster for a while.
Let the blacksmith do the pounding.
That's the one that gets his pay ;
You don't get a cent for hounding
Saint and sinner night and day;
Just for solid satisfaction
Drop a kind word in the slot,
And I'll warrant you'll get action
For your effort on the spot.
Kindness every day beats kicking;
Mirth is better than a frown;
Do not waste your time in picking

Flaws with brothers who are
down

;

And it isn't so distressing
If you give a little boost
To the man the fates are pressing
When the chicks come home to

roost.
Yes, the old world would be brighter
If you'd kindle friendship's flame,
And thus make troubles lighter
For the man against the game.
Send your grouch on a vacation,
Give your grumbling tones the
shake,
And with grim determination
Throw your hammer in the lake.
Exchange.

Special Sale...
as many people as
TO toINDUCE
come to the store Saturday

M

is no doubt property contended that a practical demonstration
of what good roads are worth will
go a long way toward inducing
men to build them. The average
farmer is not slow to take up a
proposition he has seen demonstrated and proven profitable.
The object, therefore, of offering
prizes is to induce the building
of special pieces of good road,
feeling sure that the use of these
will induce the farmers to maintain them. There will also come
another benefit out of the proposition. One of our troubles
heretofore has been the ignorance
of very many people on how to
build goods roads. The investigation induced by the prizes will
inform them on this subject, so
that, in time, the average farm
er will know just how togo about
the work of putting and keeping
his road in good repair. If it will
teach the subject ot drainage in
a practical way it will accomplish
sufficient to many times overpay
the cost of prizes and effort necessary. At any rate, whatever

Who discovered the north pole,
Peary ? Both men are
considered reliable, and each one
claims to have reached the pole
unaccoinpadied by white men.
Cook claims to have had two Eskimos with him, while Peary
had only one. Cook has certainly
acted in a gentlemanly manner
in the controversy, his story
should be given credence until
Peary can prove if he can do so
that Dr. Cook did not reach
the pole.
Cook or

r.

Legal Notices.
First Publication September
Last Publication October 7.
Notice For Publication.
Publication required by "C May 1, 190
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. 3. Land Office at Las Cruces, N. M.
18.

Jul;

Will Come Back to Stay.

Returns to Alamogordo.
Mr. Bemi8, who left some time
ago for old Mexico, returned to
Alamogordo Tuesday night, and
is expected soon to go on to New
York. Mr. Bemis went to Mexico to try to regain his health,

but was not benefitted, so returned to spend a short time in
Mr

Bemis is
of

suf-

the heart.

New Minister '
,b.
Rev. J. H Do' i, the new

Presbyterian minister arrived
last week with his family, from
Hagerman, N. M. Doran took
charge of the Presbyterian work
here last Sunday, and those who
met him are very much pleased
with him. Rev. Doran is very
highly spoken of in the Hagerman Messenger. He bring with
him as a part of his family his
aged mother. The News welcomes
them to Alamogordo, and wishes
Mr. Doran success in his new
field of action.

First Publication August 19.
Last Publication Septembers.

The said defendant, Calvin N. McBrlde,
notified that a suit In divorce
has been commenced against you In thi
District Court for the County of Otero,
Territory of New Mexico, by said Ollle J.
McBrlde, alleging failure tosupport and
abandonment; that unless you enter or
eiusu to be entered vour appearand r
said suit on or before the 23d day of Oc
tober, A. u. 1909. decree fro Confeso
therein will be rendered against you. so
Chas, v Downs, Clerk.
is hereby

Frlda

M.

Eckman, Deputy

J no. w Tompson.
AJamogordo. New Mexico.
Attorney for Plaintiff.

Churct) Notices
Revised

Weekly.

NOTICE.

Department of Ter- - i
rltorlal Engineer )
Santa Fe, N. M., July 14, 1901
Notice is hereby given that on the 7th
day of July, 1909, In accordance with
Section 26, Irrigation Law of 1907, A.
Jackley and George Klmpie, of Ala
mogordo, Coucty of Otero, Territory of
Ntw Mexico, made application to the
Territorial Ki glneer of New Mexico for
a permit to appropriate from the Public
waters oi toe .territory oi Hew Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made from
Dog Cañón at point bearing N 34s 10 '
v 24261 from cor. common
to Twpe.
18 and 19 S, and Rgs. 10 and tl E. by
means of diversion and storage, and 200
cu, ft. per sec or 500 ac. ft. Is to be conveyed to Sees. 21, 28 and 19, T. 18 S. R.
10 K by means of ditches, reservoir, etc.,
and there used for Irrigation of 640
aciei.
All persons who may oppose the grant-ng of the above application must file
their objections, substantiated by affi
davits (properly backed) with the Terri
torial Engineer or nr before four weeks
from date of last publication hereof.
VEIWON L SULLIVAN,
Territorial Engineer.
First Pub. Aug. 13; last Pub. Sept 0.
Notice for Publication.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. Land Office at Las Cruce, N. M
August 10. 109.
Notice i hereby given that Chariot

Vesper, of Newman, N. M., who. on Sep
3, 1907. made Desert Land En
try No. 1503 (Serial 0536) for a tract of
unsurveyed land embracing an area of 40
acres, described as follows: Beginning

tember

at a point North

1056(1

feet, and Eist

21120 feet from S. E. corner of Township
Baptist Church.
25 S.. Ranee 8 East; thence runulni
Pastor S. B. Callaway will West 1320 feet; thence South
132(1 feet;
preach at the First Baptist thene East 1320 feet; thence North 1320
feet to the place of beginning, hat
church hunuay at 11 a. m.
filed notice of Intention to make Final
Evening Services 7 :30
Proof, to establish c airn
commutation
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
to the land above described, before John
M.
Bowman,
Clerk, at Alamo
Probate
Strangers welcomed.

gordo, N. M. on the 15th day of October
lHUil.

M.

.

.

xoxxxxoxxcxxooxxoxx
Hot Point Pacific
Electric Iron.

non-churc-

Johh H. Murray, Pastor

acres, describod as follows: Meg luminal
I point distant North S5S0 fet t. anil Ksst
iiHUO feet from the 8. E.
Corner of TownPresbyterian Church.
ship 25 S ; Range 8 E.; running then
Sunday school 10 a. m.
.Mirth 13! font; tence East 1320 feet;
U20
South 132()feet; 'hence VYi
reaching at 11 a. in. and 7:80 thence
feet to the place of begining. ha- - tiled
We had good services last notice of Intention to
I'roof,
make Fh.al
Sunday.
You are
invited U to establish claim to the land above described, before John M. Bowman, Procome again and

bring

friends.

you

Christian Church.
I
UI.1
Til
Ci
ruining,
u.iu. otacy
the ntw
pastor, will preach Sundav a. m
at 11 and at 7 :45 in the evening
niveryuouy invitea.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
ihe Sunday school of tk
Christian church here is in a con
test witn the JJeminir school
counting attendance, new pupil
ana offerings as points. At the
close oi ten weeks the schooli
tied on new pupils and attend
ance. Deming beatine on offW
ings. The contest closes January
1st, and the school here is hopeful that all who have been in attendance will come next Sunday
ana help the second period off
witn a gooa start.
Preaching at 11 a. m. Subject,
, ,
.

thp midvet

'HE

nnu

Territorial Engineer.

Church, South.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Henry L. Newman.
N M
All regular services at the M Krancelsco Molino, Jrof .of Newman.
do
do
E. church, South, next Sunday Jose Marando. of
do
do
Frank P. Rlalr. of Oroerande. N. M.
Sunday school at u:45 a m.
JOSE GONZALES.
Senior League at 3 p. m. Jun
Register.
ior League at 4. m.
A
cordial
is
invitation
extend
First Pub. Aug. 13; last Pub. Sept. 9.
Yesterday the Cloudcroft train
ed to all.
W. V. Teer, Pastor
service was changed for the win- Notice for Publication.
.
,
..i. .
ier mourns,
running only one Grace Methodist Episcopal Church DEPARTMENT OF TUE INTERIOR,
trip a week, instead of every
U. S. Land Office al Las Cruces. N M.
Sunday School at 10 o'clock
uay, as during the summer.
August Hi. 19i)V.
reaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30 Notice Is hcieby given
that Mary
p. m.
Collins, of Newman, N. M.. who. on Sep
All trangers and
tember 3. 1907. made Desert Lai d
h
No. ISO (Serial 0537) for a tract of
members are cordially invited.
unsurveyed laud embracing an era of 40

What difference does it make
weather it was Peary or Cook or
both of them, since it was the
American flag that was first
"nailed to the north pole ?"

Be sure that you read our ad
offering a township plat free
with one year's cash subscription
to The News. The map alone is
worth more than the subscription
amount. But if you are already
a subscriber, or whether you are
or not, you can get the map for
one dollar. This is an opportuntends to bring renewed attention ity that does not come to you
to the good roads question is every day, as the government
price for a much less complete
worth while and ought to be
map is 94.00.

3, 1908.

Notice Is hereby given that Albert N
Barrett, of Alamogordo, N. M.. who, on
April 23. 1907. made homestead application No 535S. for eK 'H Section
Section 13, e
nw
11,
ne4
Section 14. tranship 16 S.. range S
E., N. M. P. Meridian, bat lied notice
of Intention to make final Commutation
claim to the land
Proof, to
above described, before H. H. Major,
Probate Get It . at Alamogordo, New
Meilco, on lúe 18th day of August, 19M.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Edwin Walters, of Alamogordo, N. M.
do
Ed. Grant, of
do
Jcbn Q. Grant, of
Francis M. I)c Groat, of do
EUGENE VAN PATTON,

5 cu. ft. per sec. and is to be conveyed
to Sees. 3 and 10 T. IS 8 R. 10 E. bv
means of ditches, etc.. and there used
for irrigation of 640 acres.
All persons who may oppose the (rant
ing of the above api llcatlon must flU
their objections, substantiated bv aft- avlta (properly oacueai, with the the
Territorial Engineer on or before (our
of last publication hereof!a
week from
, . cdate
ti vT- - vt r uitr !

F. G. Haggquist, of Cannon
tails, Mi nn. came to AlamoRegister
gordo last Friday. He was
favorably impressed with the
First Pub. Sept. 3; last Pub. Sept. 23
town, and surrounding country.
Notice of Publication.
He left for Minnessota on
the District Court, )
Monday, hut will return here In
(
County of Otero.
with his family about the first of No. 874
Oll'e J. McBrlde
January, and make Alamogordo
vs.
Calvin N. McBrlde
his future home,

Alairogordo.

(

Section 14, T. II 8. R io
W.
N. E.
B and a. w. yt a.
section 34 T. 14
R 10 E. . by means of diversion i,t
-normal flow 76 H sec. ft flood water and

nJí

fering with dropsy

I

.

Addieas Allen S. olmaiead,

i

i

Department of Terrl- tortal Engineer,

I

ALAMOGORDO

-

tice.

possible
to see

Each Frieght Brings News Fall
Supplies to the Prince Store.
ii

First Publication August M
Last Publication September 16".

Santa Fa, New Mexico, Aug. IS, 190.
Notice l hereby given that on the 17U
day of July. 1908. In accordance with
SHOES
SHAKE INTO YOUR
Section M, Irrigation Law of 1907. J. i,.
Allta'i Foot Ea.e, a powder. K hevea pain-fl- . Torres, of Alamogordo, County of Ouro
iearon
a
"
feel
Territory of New Mexico, made applicaeartiur, oerv.
oat of
ails, and Inalantly take the r
tion to the Territorial Engineer of New
u.,
i
s
torn.
ai.
It
and
bunion..
C"Ma
taejrr fit awe make Mexico for a permit to appropriate from
dlacuTer; of the aire. Allen
r
tight nr new aboca feel eaay It is a certain
the Public Waters of the Territory of
aw llei , tired, achicalloaa,
for
care
eweatiatr.
New Mexico.
na- feet. Try it aekr. Sold b ill lrrUU
Such appropriation la to be made from
and Shoe Stores. By nail t r 35c in "P-Dm- l
p:
Tria
and Murro canons at points N
aerea ear afanar.
Preston
I
Kuy. N. Y.

the new fall goods, we shall sell for the
one day only an extra good quality outing
flannel worth 16 cents a yard at only 10
cents a yard. Better lay in a supply for
your winter needs.
Also a special showing of new dress
goods, kimona goods, outings and flannelettes, blankets and comforts, underwear
and hosiery, knit shawls and children's
caps, children's school shoes. New Barretts, combs and hair roll8.

Death of Child.
There are many people coming
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
into Alamogordo for the winter. W. W. Saxon died August 4th,
Almost every train from the east
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G.
leaves one or more. Some of these
F. Rousseau in this city. The
have been here before, and
"B00STLETS."
funeral was conducted Sunday
others are coming for the first by Rev. S. B. Calloway, and the
time.
Alamo, Alamo,
child was buried in the city
Every where you go,
Among them are people who
Keeps a ringing an dinging in have been spending the winters cemetery.
The little one was brought to
your mind;
in California and other resorts
Alamogordo in an effort to save
Now freind let me tell you
They will find Alamogordo the
frankly,
its life' but it proved of no avail.
Though no doubt you think me most delightful wintering place
Mr. Saxon is editor of the
cranky.
in the country.
Cloudcroft
Silver Lining. The
hard
are
Alamo
like
Climates
Those who have been here be
offers
News
its sympathy to the
to find.
fore are glad to get back, and
parents.
bereaved
Pfaffenberger.
J.
Clarince
the old town, with it picturesque
(This was intended for last
:o :
streets,
beautif ul park and miles
When you tread the shady street. of shade trees, which serve to week, but was overlooked.)
Gurgling water at your feet,
keep out the hot sun during the
Started for the sands.
Breathing naught, but buoyant
warm months, and as wind breaks
Rev. Murray with a party con
air,
during the winter and spring, is sisting of Mrs. Murray, Miss
Pretty scenery every where,
trulv a haven of rest.
Murray, Miss Lois Warnock Mrs.
That is Alamogordo.
town
southin
no
There
is
the
Pearl Arnold, started to the
Pfaffenberger.
Clarence J.
west that can excell Alamogordo sands Friday. They got as far as
GOOD ROADS- in beauty of scenery and all the the lakes, where they were stoppyear climate. The summers are ed by the high water. Althouhg
In different sections of the coun- comfortable and the winters de- they report a splendid time.
try prizes are being offered for lightful. There are no sand They returned to town just in
the best stretch of country road, storms, another of the advan- time to miss the heavy rain
the object being to demonstrate, tages of the plentiful growth of which fell Friday night.
by actual use, the benefits of good trees in the town and valley. A
Gone to Miasiouri.
roads. In a number of county town in the southwest without
seat towns in Missouri the mer trees is always more or less Oren Levi and family left Monchants have united in raising a cursed with sand storms, espe day for Ironville, Mo., where
fund for the purpose of offering cially during the spring months, they will make cheir future home,
prizes for road work. They offer when in places the young fruit Mr. Levi sold his ranch to the
some hundreds of dollars to the trees and vegetables are ruined Groom brothers, who will continue to make improvements. It
township having the best roads by the sand and windand
to
during an entire season
In Alamogordo and the sur- is one of the best ranches in the
keeps
who
farmer
individual
rounding valley the trees act as valley, and The News congratuthe
the roads by his place in the best wind break as well a sun break, lates the Messrs. Groom upon
condition. Prizes for regular and saving many dollars to the fruit their good fortune in securing it.
systematic use of the road drag, and vegetable growers.
Read the new ads this week.
for the best drainage system,
On ranches just opened up
etc., are offered and very many one of the first and most importresidents of the rural districts are ant things to do is put out shade
thus induced to give the road trees, and the more the better
question more than passing no-

It

The News it n sale in Ala
arren Bros,
mogordo at
durg store,
i e 6 cents a
copy.
Cloudcmft peo, e will find
Bailey's
The News on sale
Pharmacy.

Anyone can criticise.

t'abllahed ..ari TnaradaTN. at
M.
m of urdo. Otero Coaery,

Legal Notices.

Whan To Boy It.

MOST EFFICIENT IRON ON
AX Ur 1 .
w.
Coolest at the handle, yet hottest upon the face,
with
the greatest amount of heat directly in the Doint
The patented stand attached to the heel of the iron is
most
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost
or hid-de- n
in the folds of the work.
g
This
necessity may be used by connecting to
any electric light socket. Let us deliver an iron to you on
The iron will cost yon nothing during the
labor-savin-

l.

Thirty Days Free Trial.

a j
" nuormng

me Doctrine o
God." 7:30 p. m. Subject, "The
Chaff and the Wheat," All are
welcome to each service.
?

THE

POPULAR DRY GOODS CO.

(Incorporated)

Ldi

KJ

MASONIC

TEdPlE

to Wear Orj Good., Sanaa!
M.n'a Clotblar and Hala. W. cnrdi.n.TT!
TEXAS.

bate Clerk, at Alamogordo. N. M- - on
the 15th day of October. 1909
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ifenry L. Newman, Jr. of Newman. N.M.
Francisco Molino, of
do
Jose Miranda, of
do
raok P. Blair, of Orogrande, N. H.

First Publication August
Last Publication September

36.
33.

Notice For Publication.
DEPARTMENT OF TUB INTERIOR,
U. S. Land Office at Las Cruces, N. M.
August 18, 190.
Notice is hereby given that Isaac W.
Anderson, ot Tularosa, N. M.. who, oa
December 34 1906, made Homestead En
try No. 5036 serial 03005, for WSBX
and EH'SW. Section 18. Township H
8., Range 10 B., N. M. P. Meridian, has
died notice of intention to make Final
Commutation Proof, to establish clalat
to the land above described, before Alfred. E. Ooakes, United Sutes Commissioner, Tularosa. N. M.. on the 4th day
of October, 1800.
Claimant names aa witoeases:
Jefferson J.Sanders, ot Tularosa, N. M.
wimam H. Cook, of
do
William F. Messman. of
do
Oscar Derbyshire, of
do
George W. Maxwell, of
do
Joes Gohzaucs,
Register

1

E. ANDREWS REALTY

CO.

REAL ESTATE

Sacramento Valla? Laada, Monty ta
loa, A lanofjordo Property.
phok a 126.

;AbTEMS
in 1910, Boost.
lectric cara before 1910.
t will be your turn next.
0,000

Mi6s

FUE

mnbrni ml alasuarorao.)
R. S, Tipton has moved his
family from Oloudcroft, and they
are now at home in Fruitvale.
Mr. Tipton is again principal of
the Tularosa schools and travels
back and forth every day on his
cycle. Mrs. Tiptoi is holding
down the farm every day while
been the boys attend school in the

10,000 Booat.

1910

Fruitvale.

er. Her home here has been clos
ed during her absenté.
Mrs. Mc Daniel left Sunday
with Miss Viola Lasher for Olcb,
Arizona.
Miss Jessie Rae Tayloy, of the
Tularosa public schools, spent
last Sunday w ith her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Taylor.

Nannie Gordon, of Cloud- -

IFoar sillas

Land men, and others who
desire the highest grade of
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find they can
secure such work at home ry
patronizing The News' job
office.
We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the pro
duction of the better kind of
Printing.

G. J. Wolfinger.
600DC
GOOD)

Miss Loma Woods has
spending
a few day ta her par- county seat.
friends in AlamoRorao.
ents,
up Alamo Canon.
ranch
uroThe Groom Brothers have
H W. SehohelQ went to
of
the
M
first
i
the
8 s Agnes Cartway, who bought "Grandview," the home
Dde on business
was stenographer for the Lum- of Levi Orin, and have now ork.
T)
If
J
ti
i.
ber company, left Friday of last ganized a bachelor's hall. These
uu
jnrs.
mcxvae
JÍB8. LUClie
week
for Houston, Texas, where young men have been in the com
up
to
went
Mountain
enuist
she
has
a position awatine for munity for several months, and
k for a visit this week.
have become very popular. Now
her.
jt
a
g u, Aiexanuer a ii u lam ii y
all
the girls, old maids, and
Mrs.
is
Callie
visiting
whitten
ve returned to town irom
friends in El Paso for a few days. widows are sprucing up to look
ft, spnt Sunday witn relatives

Make Your Final Proofs Before

Late Styles Men's Fall Haas, $1.50, $2.60, $8.00 and up.

F.

J. BUSH.

United States Commissioner

Hart. Schaffer & Marx Full Suits, op-t-o date, nice patterns ; serviceable. Headquarters for everteing in
Gentlemen's Furnishings.

.j

BOOKLET PRINTIHO

OIBee

Alamogordo, N. M.
Just But of The Newt
with J, Q. Grant.

Office

gHERRY & SHERRY.
Our purchases in Fall Dress Goods are arriving and comtheir prettiest to capture the
prise the very latest novelties, as well as the staple
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Elliott is thriving "eligibles,"
Attorneys at Law
v Zinrker. one of the most
faeries.
to
expected
El
from
Paso
arrive
Office Upstairs
High
of
the
farmers
perous
Levi Orin left Monday for
o
Friday
w
spend
f
e
weeks
a
town
on
National
Bank Bailáis.
t
was
First
district,
in
Us
Ironville, Mo. He has lived
All Linen Shirt Waists, only $1.50. "Echo" brand ladies'
with the family of P. T. Roscoe. among us about one and one half
siness Tuesday- skirts.
H. MAJOR,
years, and has realised $4200
Rill Nelson, the old reliable"
"
Farmers
Flats.
from a home that was nothing
kstop. was seen on tne streets
Attorney at Law.
Rhinestone is the new setting for back combs, bat pins,
Four miles west of Alamogordo.)
Alamogordo this week.
but dry land and brush when he
things
popular
of
Rooms 9 and 10,
assortment
these
elegant
An
jete.
Dr. and Mrs. Saltzgaber and and family took charge. Now
just
Natloaal
Bank Bnildlnf.
First
received.
Ben Hill, of Memphis, lenn.,
Í
daughter and Mrs. Arnold spent he is leaving us to go to Missouri
rived in Alamogorao Sunday
Sunday last at the Herb Loomis where he hopes Mrs.Orin's health
eht, and will spend the winter
QEORGE 0. BRYAN,
home in the Flats. The Doctor may be benefitted. This I ami y
re. Mr. mil was here last wint
The Old Reliable Store."
and Mr. Loomis were celebrat have many friends who regret to
Physician and Surgeon
ing
each
birthday
others
community
them
leave
the
have
Res.
83.
Hospital Phone 41,
Phone
E. E, Bryan and family left for
ALAMOGORDO, H. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Martin from but who wish them as much suc
will
Bryau
Mr.
week
Wos this
Alamogordo spent Sunday at the cess elsewhere as they have had
a moving picture show at
here. Enterprising people like beards in this locality. One yourg
R. J. R. GILBERT,
Jas. Richardson home.
i place.
are the kind any country man shaved off his whiskers and
these
.
w
Drew
teleis
i
Leslie
cutting
J. V. Lincoln, o I mountain
a certain young lady thought he
should be proud of.
phone poles for the forest service CLASSIFIED
ark, was in the city Monaay.
OSHcc, Upstairs in the Gilbert Bsildlac.
was a new catch come to the
has
Pansy
Biggs
returned
Miss
in Sacramento mountains.
country.
Phone 13. Alamogordo. N. M.
Alabama'
of
to her home in El Paso, after a
Chas. W. Warren,
Thompsons.
M r 8. Hobbic is visiting her Bates for advertisements In thin column
Octavia
Madeline
country
Minover
the
looking
Biggs
stay
has
word
Insertion.
one
Miss
a
each
cent
here.
short
here
sister Mrs. Neal in Alamogordo.
imum cliarce 25 cents
Newton Weedworti
many warm friends here, who
ith a view to locating.
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Viola Lasher left last
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for Globe,
which place she expects to make
her future home. Miss Lasher
leaves many friends here who
regret her departure.
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General Dray and Transfer Line
P. O. Box 317
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Reputation For Reliability.
In soliciting your prescription business we refer you to the
They know. It s
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.
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and will make the season at the barns of the
Terms:
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
6
months.
$10
in
$20 to insure ; 910 cash and

Salle

veying a specialty. Haps
Blue Print- made to order.

46328

Foaled May
PercheronJStallion, black with star.
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111.
This splendid horse is now the property of the

Custom Tailoring In latest styles.
Choice Patterns always In stock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest methods.
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles' Goods a specialty . . .

Land and Irrigation Ditch
Cprnsjr

(Eropean plan)
Rooms 78c $1 and $1.80

I.

at MM

The moat valuable asset in any Drug Store.

fill

A. F. Menger

pictures which are both
One hour's good show.
by. Mrs. Taggart. the best

Hotel Zeiger

Mrs. A. P. Jackson has gone to Home Phone 177-- 3
El Paso to live during the wint- Office Phone 183

Let us

an
Insurance Policy

Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Head
quarters for stockmen and mining men. OHAS.ZEIGER.Prop.

BARRINGER'S

MiUiqtttt
Fine Camping
under cover.

Ground
.

Good Horses, Goof Rfes,
Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo,
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"MAKES

BETTER

RAILROADS."

Western Writer Pay
Tribute to
Railroad Magnate aa Builder Up
of the Country.
Mr. Edward H. Harrlman

is on a
to Europe. Ordinarily there
would need be notL.ng added to this
announcement beyond an exhortation
to Emperor William to chain down his
railroads and to other monarchs to
put their crowns and other valuables
In the safe at night. Hut Mr. Harri-mais going off on a pleasure trip,
and so many mean things have been
aid about him that it will not hurt
any to change the tune a moment
while he is out of the country and
hot able to take any advantage of
the lapse from the cold attitude of severity that Is usually used in men
tioning the name of Harrlman.
Ot all the great railroad men developed in this generation, E. H. Harrlman is easily the biggest and the
best, says a writer in the Hutchinson
(Kan.) Daily News. The head of a
railroad company, under the rules of
the game, must work for his stockholders, whether it is for the advantage of politicians, shippers or consumers. It is his job to do the best
he can for the interests entrusted to
his care.
Harrlman is not only a
financier, but he is a builder and an
operator.
Lucky is the town, city
or community that has a Harrlman
road. He insists on a good roadbed,
level track, safe track and the convenience and comfort of the traveler
and the shipper. The Harrlman roads
are noted as the best in the country. When Harrlman gets hold of a
one horse or played-ou- t
track and
right of way he proceeds to put it in
first class condition. He does not
raise the rates of fares, although he
doubtless charges "a plenty," but he
insists that enough of the funds go
into real improvements to make a
railroad. And that is where he stands
ahead of a good many others and why
Harrimanism is not such a bad thing
as some people have been led to think.
He makes better railroads, and there
is more need for improvement that
way than there is in some others
which are being discussed. So far
as we can see, he believes in giving
every interest along his road a fair
deal.
He is a public benefactor from that
standpoint. He uses his power fairly.
He is a great man, and as good or
better than the ordinary citizen who
looks upon him as the personification
of the money power, seeking whom
It may devour. He is a strong man
in the financial world, but that should
not be against him, when the financial world is the object which most
of us want to reach.
He is a good
American and he 'spends his money
on American railroads, not on foreign
titles, race horses, old editions or
other bad habits. If he is not perfectand we don't think he is he is
no exception to the rule and is worthy
of the praise of his fellow citizens for
the good he does ami has done.

trip

J. S. Harlan Mentioned for High Bench

A very Interesting
WASHINGTON
summer gossip
concerning changes In the personnel
of the supreme court of the I'nlted
Slates connects the name of James
S Harlan, member of the interstate
commerce commission, with an
justiceship in succession to his
distinguished father, John Marshall
Harlan, who has been on the supreme
nench since 1877, and who recently
birthday.
ielebrated hie seventy-sixtIt would occasion no surprise
should one or two changes in the personnel of the highest federal tribunal
take place at the beginning of the
fall term. Chief Justice Fuller, now
year, and AsIn his seventy-seventsociate Justice Harlan have been
rredited with retirement inclinations
it various timos for-- some years past.
It became evident, however, after
much talk of this character, that
there would be no retirements from
the supreme beach during the Roosevelt administration and latterly it has
been said that neither the chief justice nor Justice Harlan was disposed
to relax the labors which are so congenial to them. But with Mr. Taft
in the office of appointive power
many are Inclined to believe there is
a probability of a change of mind, af- asso-riat-

e

h

fected also by other developments.
President Taft, himself a former
federal judge, sat in the same circuit
from which Justice Harlan was appointed to the supreme bench, and
there doubtless is what may be
termed a bond of judicial interest between them. It is felt that should judicial distinction be bestowed upon
James S. Harlan, who has inherited
the judicial temperament, the honor
would be something peculiarly appreciated by both father and son for obvious reasons aside from the general
considerations pertaining to a supreme court appointment.
That conditions have arisen which
may cause Justice Harlan to decide
to take up duties in the service of
the Presbyterian church, which would
be possible only through his retirement from the bench. Is part of the
latest gossip. James S. Harlan, If
appointed to the supreme bench,
would take to that body expert knowledge of interstate commerce matters
which will more and more occupy the
attention of the court.
The late gossip also connects Chief
Justice Fuller's name with revived
plans to make an international trial
court out of The Hague tribunal,
which is said to be an aim of President Taft. Should matters eventuate
as gossip suggests Illinois still would
have a representative In the highest
court of the land and the way still be
open to fill another vacancy from the
circuit of which Ohio and Kentucky
the latter the state from which Justice Harlan was appointed 32 years
ago form a part.

Diplomatic Sinecures to Be Abolished

will be no
HEREAFTER thereplaces
in the

for-

eign service of the United States.
While this cannot be said to be new
policy, it is the declared intention of
the present administration, and especially of the state department, that
there shall be no deviation from it.
This rule will not be made to apply
only to the diplomatic service, but to
the consular offices of the United
States from the highest to the lowest.
In years past there
have been
many complaints that the consular
service of the United States was, generally speaking, inefficient and of a
much lower grade than that of
countries having representatives in the United States. The state
department officials themselves in
previous years have acknowledged
this, and while the service has Improved of late, it has not made the
rapid advance that is noticeable in
the service of some ot our foreign
trade competitors.
At present this government has in
foreign countries 298 consuls and consuls general, with a large number of
many-foreig-

vice and deputy consuls, interpreters,
etc., making a total of about 1,240, and
it is the expressed determination of
the state department to elevate the
service in every possible way. A
working familiarity with the subjects
with which they will have to deal is
demanded to a greater extent than
ever before.
It is the purpose of the state department to unify the work of the diplomatic and consular services in the interest of greater efficiency. For many
years it has been a matter of regret
to the government that so many native foreigners occupy subordinate
positions in our consular service as
deputies and clerks. This, however,
has been largely a matter of inadequate compensation, but the policy
from now on will be to substitute
Americans for foreigners wherever it
is possible to do so and considerable
progress has already been made in
this direction.
Within a comparatively short time
the percentage of foreigners in our
consular service has been reduced
from 46.1 per cent, to 18.8 per cent.,
and the percentage of Americans in
that service has been increased from
53.9 to 81.2 per cent. These percentages, however, apply only to clerkships paying $800 a year or less, but
the work of weeding out foreigners
will continue as long as Americans of
the requisite capacity can be obtained
to fill the places.

Value of 'Tariff Menagerie" Imports

"tariff menagerie," a term used
THffl congressional humorists to designate a miscellaneous assortment of
articles of import, threatens to be an
Issue between the United States bureau of statistics and the "funny men"
oC the senate and house In Washington. The management of the bureau, which keeps an accurate account of every article imported, its
name, value and the duty paid, ts perturbed because some of the articles
in the menagerie list have been made
Ihe basis of many jest by the congressmen who see the humorous side
of the thing. In a statement Issued
recently, the bureau maintains that
these articles, which have a recognized value. Illustrate the scope of the
commerce of the United States and

Old Sea Dogs

tersiifl

Are Learning New Tricks

rode rapidly
good many
times in Washington the other day.
He was a solitary horseman because
be was not particularly anxious to
nave aay one ride with him. He could
mayhap, and brave
sail a
the perils of the brlmy deep, but bis
horsemanship was scarcely at par.
The solitary horseman was a commissioned officer in Uncle Sam's
navy.
On July 4 the order Issued by Prett-en- t
Roosevelt that these officers

a

A

HOMTftKY
down

man-o'-wa-

the street a

present some ominous facts. For instance, reference is made to divi divi,
leeches, rose leaves, dragons' blood,
palladium, musk, birds, wild animals,
chicle and cobras.
The value of the imports of the last
decade of divi divi, which is used for
tunning purposes, is placed at $85,000.
In the same period the value of leeches brought in was $40,000; rose leaves
$20,000, and chicle, largely used In
the manufacture of gum, $8,000,000.
During the year 1908 the musk Importations exceeded $80,000, while the
quantity of palladium, a rare metal
used in the manufacture of astronomical instruments and by dentists,
represented a value of $700.
Pains have been taken to explain
that dragons' blood Is really not dragons' blood at all, but a mere name for
a deep reddish resinous substance obtained from a variety of trees In the
orient, and used extensively as an ingredient in varnishes, stains and for
making etchings on copper and zinc.
The value of the Importations of this
article during the last decade is
placed at $60,000.

should ride 90 miles on horseback In
three consecutive days, walk 50 miles
in the same length of time, or ride 100
miles on a bicycle in three consecutive days became effective. The order was Issued January 4 last, but the
president gave the officers several
months in which to prepare for the
tests. President Taft has been asked
to rescind the order, but he has agreed
with his predecessor that the tests
would be of benefit to the navy.
A large number of ensigns, lieutenants, lieutenant commanders, captains and read admirals stationed in
and about Washington have begun
the tests. The state, war and navy
building is the usual starting point.
The younger men are essaying the
horseback test, but the older ones
seem to prefer walking. Possibly it
is hard to teach an old sea dog now
tricks.
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Regions generally called semi-arireceive less than 20 inches average
annual rainfall. Excepting limited
Summer Fallowing Consists sf Disk- areas In the northwest and some parts
of California, this Includes the whole
ing and Harrowing In Early Spring
or one
region west of the ninety-nintBefore Plowing, Packing Subhundredth meridian. In Nevada and
surface to Retain Moisture.
areas with such
are limited
California
.
. . ..
.
A
In
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........ .' low raiman as 10 ue inij!.. nu.
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l Mr ursi uciuuu wt phuimici fiiw
prec
P
valleys
the
Intermountaln
the
ing consiste in disking and harrowing
tatlon for the most part is during the
in the early spring before plowing
plains region
parking and subsurfaclng immediately winter months. In the
part of the annual rainafter plowing, and following this by the greater
spring and summer
sufficient surface cultivation to retain fall Is during the
mniotni-inH
th woeria tinder months.
Speaklug broadly and comparing
control. While this method is not In
general use. it is becoming more popu-- ; large areas, it has been estimated
in
lar and has been practiced long that 50 per cent, of the rainfall
enough to demonstrate
Its superior humid regions runs off in the streams,
value. Men who practice this method A portion of this consists of flood
that their yields of wheat ters which run off the surface and do
are about 25 per cent greater than not enter the soil, but a large part Is
way
those obtained by summer fallowing subterranean water that finds its
By adopting to the creeks and streams from the
in the ordinary way.
this method of summer fallowing it lower depths of the soil. Estimating
is possible to retain sufficient moisture in the same way, it Is believed that
sec-- ! about ten per cent, of the rainfall of
throughout much of the semi-arition to germinate wheat at any time the plains region runs off in the
it may be sown in the fall. This will streams. For the most part this
it possible to grow winter wheat sists of storm waters. There are few
over a large area that now produces springs, and the streams generally
eease running soon after rains. f
spring wheat.
When the tillage has been thorough the rainfall be 18 inches and the
sufficient moisture has been re-- , off be ten per cent., about 1 inches
talned to germinate the seed, the of rain will have entered the soil,
grain is planted quite deeply. When However, in some portions of the
regions and during some
the seed germinates, the young roots semi-ariare then in contact with moist soil, years in any portion, the railfall may
This enables the young plants to sur be no more than ten or 12 inches.
For the most part the soils of tho
vive until the fall rains come.
Better preparation of the soil for plains region are loams of exceptional
spring crops, especially the use of fertility, when sufllciently watered.
implements for settling and packing The 16 inches of water absorbed
the bottom of the plow furrow, would would saturate these soils with capilmaterially increase the yield of all lary water to a depth of five or six
cereal crops when the land is plowed feet If none were lost between rains
moisten
by evaporation. The rains
in the spring before it is sown.
If more intensive methods of tillage the surface to a depth depending, of
are to be adoDted. either the size of course, upon the amount of rainfall.
the farms must be decreased or their but the moisture is always conflnedkp
a few feet of the surface soil. It is
equipment increased.
Too many varieties of wheat are during exceptionally wet seasons only
now produced.
that dry soils cannot Le found at a
The farmers as a whole will secure ' depth of three or four feet. The
results by confining themselves dltions are so different here from
to a few varieties of wheat. Of the those in humid climates that it is
varieties, the Little Club and ficult fully to realize them and their
the Red Chaff are best adapted to the bearing upon farm practice.
humid sections and the Bluestem to
arid and semi arid conditions. The CULTIVATE TO KEEP MOISTURE
cany wnuur is a new wheat, but
gives strong indications of consider-ablAny
value in the arid section because Dry Soil Will Not Grow Crops
Better Than That Full of
Ot its earliness.
Water.
Of the winter varieties the Turkey
Red easily stands first for the arid
and semi-ariWhen the
sections.
A dry soil is a barren one for no
grains are hard and horny it is a very matter how much fertility there may
superior milling wheat. On account be in it, it will refuse to grow crops
of its tendency to become starchy it until there is some moisture present,
may be necessary to occasionally ship On the other hand, however, a wet
in seed wheat from Kansas and Ne soil that is one with the pores or
braska.
spaces too full of water is just as
The Fortyfold variety is adapted to bad because it is cold and the air
entire region. It stands the win- essary for ventilation and oxidation
ters admirably, and its earliness gives is shut out. Hence it Is that much of
it an advantage in both the dry and the work of cultivation has for its
tho humid sections.
It yields well, object the regulation of the amount
and when grown under arid and semi-- of water in the soil, preventing an
conditions It possesses very good cess at any time or a scarcity at other
milling qualities.
tmeg The plant obtains all of its
food excepting carbon from the soil
GOOD LESSON IN DRY FARMING or through it. These foods are dts- solved in the soil water and the wa- Two Learn by Failure, While the ter with its dissolved particles is
Farmer Benefits by His
en in through the roots of the plants.
Own Success.
Water Is also of Importance in secur- ing tho germination of seeds. To
In a certain Texas county, three men produce one pound of dry matter
planted cotton in the same field. of crop requires the passage into the
When extremely dry weather came plant of 300 to 500 pounds of water.
two of them decided not to work their As the ordinary rainfall during the
cotton. The third cultivated his with- growing season is not in all esses sufout waiting for rain, and made a dust ficient to supply this amount, the
mulch about It. Later, the first two greatest care must be taken to pro- lost their crops. The crop of the vent losses from the surface by evap
third is fine, and growing rapidly Now oration. Generally speaking the more
the question should be asked by every frequent the cultivations the greater
man interested:
What made the di! the saving of moisture. This is true
ference? The soils were the same: for clay loams, and possibly for sandy
were
conditions
the same.
soils, but muck soils which do not
The dust mulch preserved
form a dry crust on the surface will
niois
ture, and let in moisture from the be better with few cultivations
atmosphere.
Cultivation permitted
air to reach the soils and roots of the
Moles Friends of the Farmer.
plants, without drying them out.
A distinguished naturalist
careful-IThere are few stronger instances of
examined the stomachs of IS moles
the advantage of cultivation in dry caught in different localities, but
earner,
fnilo,! In discover
thu ollcrht
Two have learned by failure. The est vestige of plants or roots; on
the
third by success; and tens of thou - contrary, they were filled with the
sanas snouta learn from their expe- - remains of earth worms. Not satis- rience.
Bed by this fact, he shut off several
moles in a box containing sods of
earth, on which fresh grass was
DRY FARM NOTES.
growing, and a smaller cage of grubs
In high altitudes, with 12 to 14 and earth worms. In nine days two
Inches precipitation utilized under moles devoured 349 white worms, 19"
alternate or biennial systems, every earth worms, 25 caterpillars and a
crop possible of production under ir mouse (skin and bones), which had
rigation is profitably grown without ir- - been alive in the box. He next gave
rigation.
them nothing but vegetables. In 24
With precipitation of 15 to 24 hours two moles died of starvation.
inches, many farmers in high alti- Another naturalist calculated that
tudes are cropping annually.
two moles destroyed 20,000 white
Then again, many farmers under all worms, or grubs, In a single year. If
of the above named conditions are this is correct It Is a strong argument
falling continually.
in favor of multiplying rather than
destroying the moles.
World la Interested.
What dry farming means to the
Dry Farming.
United States it means to every counA question frequently asked:
try In the world where there Is semi
"What is dry farming?"
arid land possible of agricultural deAnd which may be most easily, yet
velopment. It means ultimate reclamation of hundreds of millions of val- enigmatically answered with:
"It is not dry farming at all."
uable acres, billions added to the
Dry farming
wealth of nations and possible soluIs
farm
tion of many of the perplexing socio- districts where irrigation water cannot
be obtained or where the supply
logical questions.
of Irrigation water is inadequate to
meet the requirements of the acreage.
Means Hard Work.
Dry farming demanda unceasing labor. There is no mystic spelt to proEducated Farmers.
duce plan- - life In a semi-aridistrict.
Fanners fall In every part cf the
The pries of success la work work-w- ork woria una unoer the most favorable
and the expenditure of energy conditions unless they endeavor to d.
enough to meet the immediate re- ucate themselves Into the
methods
quirements of each section of land uetenry ior
particular solL
and each crop.
climate and markets
I

a

Interviewing the Professor.
"So you don't think Mars would reply, even if we did send signals?"
"I am almost convinced that there
would be no response," answered Prof.
Ttunktum. adjusting his glasses.
"Then you don't believe that Mars
is inhabited?"
"On the contrary, I think it extremely probable that life similar to
our own exists on the sister planet."
"But you don't give those people
credit for Intelligence equal to ours?"
"Yes. I am inclined to credit them
with even greater intelligence than
we display. There are many Indica
tions, that they have a civilization older than ours, in which case they
should have too much sense to fool
away their time on any such impractical proposition."
The Way He Did It.
Jenkins Well, sir, I gave it to that
man straight, I can toll you. He Is
twice as big as I am, too, but I told
bim exactly what I thought of his rascally conduct right to his face, and I
called him all the names in the dic
tionary, and a lot of others as well.
Studds And didn't he try to hit
you, Jenkins?
Jenkins No, sir, he didn't. And
whea he tried to answer back, I just
hung up the telephone receiver and
waited away.

mm:
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Product
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Libby's

I

hn

I distinctly different from toy
other sausage you ever Usted.
Just try one can and it is ture to
necessity, to
become a meal-tim- e
be erred at frequent intervals.
just suits for breakfast. i
hoe ior luncheon and satisfies at
dinner or supper. Like all of
Libby's Pood Products h is carefully cooked and prepared, ready
to serve, in
Great

libby's
White Kltohon- -

e

the

cleanest, moat scientific kitchen in
the world.
Other popular, ready-to-ser- re
Libby Pure Foods are:

run-an-

'

Dried Bog f
Veal Loaf

ObowObow
Mxexr Pfokle
Write for free booklet, "How
to nuke Good Things to Eat".
Insist on
at roar
grocers.

libby'B

Ubby,

MoMmUl

S Ubby

con-bett-

MITCHELL'S
EYE SALVE

e

nee-th-

-

Laughter a Series of Barks.
Laughing is barking, say the scientists.
The neck and head are
thrown back while a series of short
barks are emitted, from the throat.
However musical the barks may be,
they are barks.
The laugh begins
with a sudden and violent contraction
of the muscles of the chest aud abdomen. But instead of opening to let
the air pass out of the lungs, the vocal
cords approach each other and hold it
back. But they are not strong enough
to exercise such opposition for mere
than an instant, and the air, which is
under pressure, promptly escapes. As
it does so it makes the vocal cords vibrate producing the bark.
This obstruction and liberation of
the air expelled from the lungs repeats
itself again and again at intervals of a
quarter of a second. There are thus
in a hearty laugh four barks a second,
and if continued, they go on at that
rate as long as the air reserve in the
lungs- holds out. The empty lungs
must then fill themselves, and this interval is marked by a quick gasp for
breath, after which the barks are renewed. The barks occur in series
with gasps for breath at intervals.
When laughter is violent, the entire
body participates. The upper part of
the trunk bends and straightens itself
alternately or sways to right and left.
The feet stamp on the floor, while the
hands are pressed upon the loins to
moderate the painful spasm.

REQ,0HS- -

Estimated That SO Per Cent, of Water
fall In Humid Section Rune Off
. In Streams.

,

METHOD

m
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Mail

25 Caste
Do not drug this eye when inflamed
or in an unhealthy state. Mitchell's
rsya Salve is applied externally;
subdues inflammation so readily, few
cases remiro inure than one bottle
to be permanently cared.

tht-rot-
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Rl'ChFL, New York

HALL &

City

Makers of SOZODONT
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YOU NEVER KNOW YOUR LUCK.

Jr

J

I
She Yes, they are engaged.
know she refused him twice, but the
third time he proposed she accepted
Mm.
Her Husband Served him right.

Physician's Mean Trick.
doctor was one day stopped In the
streets by one of his woman patients
whose malady was purely Imaginary.
The doctor, who was known for his
intolerance of and nonsympathy with
such invalids. after listening some
what impatiently to the woman's detailed account of all her feelings and
symptoms, told her to shut her eyes
and put out her tongue. She promptly did so. On opening her eyes in s
few seconds the doctor was nowhere
to be seen, and the woman awoke to
the fact that he had left her standing
y herself in a busy thoroughfare with
her eyes shut and her tongue hanging
A

uL
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Every package of

Post Toasties
Contains a little

book-"Tid-- Bits

made with
Toasties."
A couple of dozen recifa
I

A
a x

f.

iiuu lit tun
Home folks or com
Pkgs. 10c and 15c
At grocers.
m.

A SURE 8IBN.

HIS

Whan It Appears Act at One.

The

Next'
(A

forrner hook-nakof New Yortr
opened
an nrt
lu
itore. He nayti there
3 no more money In
k
gambling,
o he has turned to
he next beet thins.)
the lid Is on
the gambling at
the races
And they will not
willing
let the
suckers lose.
.Vhen you can no
help
a
longer
pair of aces
Or at faro bet
your flnul pair of
shoes.
When the nimble
Vhen

Trouble with the kidney secretions
ia a certain sign that your kidneys ara
deranged and that you should use
Doan's Kidney Pilla. They cure all Ir
regularities and annoyances, remove
backache and aide pains and restore
thn kidneys to health.
Charles Cole. 204 N.
Buckeye St, Iola,
Kans., says:
"The
kidney secretions
were
scanty and painful
and contained sediment. My back was
stiff and tame and
my limbs swelled. I grew weak and
discouraged. Doan's Kidney Pills re
moved these troubles entirely. I have
been well for two years."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 50 cents a box. Fos- -

irregular,

Co., Buffalo.

N. Y.

cart

bring money in

are happy 'neath your patronizing
planees
When you toll them they're authori-

Art?

work at lighting and at
screening
may find a mass of red and green
and blue
Has perspective, tonal strength and hidden meaning
It's a long shot that will gayly scamper through.
With judicious
Yuu

by the spavined

Why be worried

platers?

selling

Why lose sleep In study of the game of

ilraw?

Why put up the

oods
vators
When full soon you'll
of the law?
There are sure thing
about us
That do not require

with speedy

ele-

feel the clutches

propositions
the study

all

of the

dope
There's a lead pipe cinch we're sure nc
une will doubt us
In the selling of the green-good- s
canta
loupe.
Why. a

lecture framed

In

language

Shewing that the sum of two and two
Is four.
a millinery plant that's styled artls
tic
Tills your pockets with a wealth of
golden ore:
There's a chance In all the varied forms
of betting
On the horses or the card games oi
the rest.
But to gain an easy fortune without fret
ting
An Appeal to Higher Culture is the
best.
Or

QldMan

GiDDi.es
Too many of us

confuse ambition
with a desire to

have

things

handed to us.
The

average

man has to do
lot of work to
make the optimist

and the pessimist
happy.

more and the house
reformers will be urging the
daughters to learn cooking and teach
it to their mothers.
A

few years

hold

Misinterpreted symptoms of genius
cause many young men to lose their
Jobs.

The man who takes himself too seriously Is in about as hard lines as
the man who does not take himself
seriously enough.

resents a practical
say he has no sense of

When a man
loke we
humor.

Asking Too Much.
"Yes, sir," says the proud inventor
standing by bis aparatus.
"With my
new system of wireless
telegraphy
I can
transmit the human voice
Mars. To night I t ball send a message
over the millions of miles of space to
uiat planet."
"Well," suggests the visitor, "before
you do
that can't you put me in communication with my home town s
hundred miles from here?"
Enveloping his reply in a maze oi
technical terms, the proud inventot
"plains why such a thing cannot bt
'

done.

His Parts.
"He Is an actor of much prominence
Is he?"
asks the man with the under
cut

whiskers.
"I should say. He is one of our best
known and most versatile stars," an
wers the man with the remorsefu'
hair
"What parts has he played?"
"He has been In nine auto wrecks
has eloped four tunes, has figured li
1

of

our

most

celebrated

dlvorot

cases and is always being sued foi

hck alimony."

For Thirty Years
"Inclosed find money order for one
dollar for which please send Its worth
In Simmons' Liver Purifier, put la tin
boxes. I have been using the medicine
for thirty years."
Thoa. H. Reilly.
Jonesville, La.
No comments necessary.
Price 26c per box,
Not Worth the Time.
No man resolved to make the most
of himself can spare time for personal
contention. Lincoln.

CASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

A feelinff of security and freedom
from anxi ty pervades the home in which
Hamlins Wizard Oil ia kept constantly
on hand. Mothers know it can always be
depended upon m time of need.

Casey.

ri

g

He Deserves No Sympathy.
of time to pity
a man who ia being made a fool of
by a pretty woman.

It is merely a waste

Promoles DitfesHon,Cheerful- nessandResI Contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor Mineral
NOT NARCOTIC
Hxipr

Horace Ah! Miss Gwace, what
should a young man do when he wants
to write spring poetry?
üracu He should see a doctor.
A City Clerk's Garden.
city clerk never misses a chance
of expatiating on his garden to his
colleagues, who, however, were never
taken home to see it, but were
under the impression it was of enor
mous size.
Five of them resolved
to have a look at it, discovered his address, and called one Saturday after- neon to see the hundreds of roses all
On being
and
taken to the rear of the house, judge
of their surprise on seeing a back
yard about 12 feet by ten feet. One
bold spirit ventured that it was not
very big.
"Big!" replied the proud owner,
pointing to the sky. "Why, man, alive.
look at the height of It!" Chicago
Daily Socialist.
A

The Force of Habit.
One of the campers had done some
thing peculiarly idiotic, and the dean
said: "Dick reminds me of Thomas'
colt."
'What about Thomas' colt?" asked
Dick, cheerfully.
'Why," the dean responded, readily,
"where I lived In Maine when I was
a boy an old man named Thomas
raised horses. He once put out to
pasture a colt, which bad been fed
from Its birth in a box stall and watered at the trough In the yard.
'The pasture lay across a small
river, and in the middle of the day the
colt swam the stream to go up to the
barn-yarfor a drink of water."
Youth's Companion.
d

Hopeless.
Tom I tell you, old man. Miss Gabble certainly has got a pile of money.
Why don't you propose to her?
Dick I've started to do It several
times.
Tom What's the matter? Lose your
courage?
Dick No, but I'm never able to get
a word In edgewise. Catholic Standard and Times.

"I suffered from eczema on my
hands, arms and feet for about twelve
years, my hands and feet would swell,
sweat and Itch, then would become
callous and get very dry, then peel
off and get raw. I tried most every
kind of salve and ointment without
success. I tried several doctors, but
at last gave up thinking there was a
A friend of mine
cure for eczema.
insisted on my trying the Cutlcura
Remedies, but I did not give them a
trial until I got so bad that I had to
do something. I secured a set and by
the time they were used I could see a
vast Improvement and my hands and
feet were healed up in no time. I have
Charles ;T.
had no trouble since.
Bauer, Volant, Pa., Mar. 11, 1908."

s

Thirty Years

NEW YORK.

yjguarantced under the Foodag
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Yon won't get real Wrigley's spearmint unless it is on the wrapper.

Silence is indeed golden to those
are paid to keep quiet

who

A CERTAIN METHOD

.

d

Rough on Rats, unbeatable exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
Rough on Bedbugs, FowderorLiq'd, 25c.
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
Rough on, Roaches, Pow'd, l5c.Liq'd.25c
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable touse,25c
E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey CIty.N. J.

FREE

FREE

SWEETHEART
TOILET SOAP

A Hot Prescription.
"I want you to prescribe

for me,
doctor," said the
man. "I have cold feet; what would
you suggest?"
A ton of coal, promptly replied
the witty physician. "Five dollars,
please."

CASTORIA

Let that spear stick in your memory.

Does Not Irritate
"I have found Simmons' Liver Purifier the mildest and most pleasant in
action, yet the surest remedy for constipation, torpid liver and all kindred
troubles, I have ever used. It does
not irritate or gripe." Very truly, S.
P. Cleary, Jackson, Tenn.
Put up in tin boxes only. Price 26c.

Foot-Bas- e,

For Over

Signature of

The Centaur Compaxy;,

Greens are good for yon. So is the
fresh Juice of crushed mint leaves in
real Wrlgley's Spearmint with a spear
on It
Now a scientist says gold has a distinct odor. He must have been handed
a bunch of the tainted kind.

FREE

Fool-Eas-

038

again.

Not Her Fault.
'It is the duty of every man and
woman to be married at the age of
32," said the lecturer.
probably
greater
wrecks a
Coffee
"Well," said a woman of 30, with
percentage of Southerners than of some asperity, you neean t ten me
Northern people for Southerners use that. Talk to the man."
it more freely.
Howdy!
The work it does Is distressing
How's your liver? If not in first- enough in some instances; as an illus
tration, a woman of Richmond, Va., class condition, doing full duty and
giving entire satisfaction Simmons'
writes:
"I was a coffee drinker for years Liver Purifier will fix it so you'll think
and for about six years my health was It's gone Its troubles will be gone
,
I Buffered fear Put up in tin boxes only.
completely shattered.
Price 25c per box.
fully with headache and nervousness
also palpitation of the heart and loss
Got His Answer.
of appetite.
Uncle You are a very nice little
"My sight gradually began to fail
soup.
and finally I lost the sight of one girl to ask me to have more
eye altogether.
The eye was op- Now why do you want me to have it?
Niece So you won't eat so much of
erated upon and the sight partially
restored, then I became totally blind the chicken as you did last time.
Fliegende Blatter.
In the other eye.
"My doctor used to urge me to
Um Allan's
It la the only relief for Swollen Smart
give up coffee, but I was willful and
Aching, Hot, Sweating Feet,
ing.
Tired,
continued to drink it until finally in a Corns and Bunions. Ask for Allen's
a powder to be shaken Into the
case of severe Illness the doctor InCures while you walk. At all Drugsisted that I must give up the coffee, shoes.
gists and Shoo Stores. 25c. Don't accept
FREE.
so I began using Postum, and in a any substitute. Sample aent
Allen & Olmsted. LeBoy. N. T.
month I felt like a new creature.
"I steadily gained in health and
Every one should consider himself
About a month ago I be entrusted not only with his own conatreneth.
food and the duct, but with that of others.
gan using Crape-Nut- s
effect has been wonderful. I really
feel like a new woman and have Don't take our word for it You must
CHEW Wrlgley's Spearmint to help
sained about 25 pounds.
"I am quite an elderly lady and be your digestion.
I
fore using Postum and Grape-nutThe man who is only marking time
could not walk & square without ex
ceedlng fatigue, now I walk ten or is most likely to be singing about
twelve without feeling it Formerly marching to Zion.
in reading I could remember but little
Syrup.
the sural, reduces hv
but now my memory holds fast what ror callaren tsettanc.1
wtasaoua. tJeabettte,
iiaysnsiB,
I read.
Several friends who have seen the
Among other high rollers we have
remarkable effects of Postum and the elevated trains.
on me have urged that I
O ra
give the facts to the publio for the
sake of suffering humanity, so, at
ihnnzh I dislike publicity, you can
publish this letter if you like."
Read "The Road to WellvtUe," In
pkgs. "There's a Reason."
the above letter A new
Ever read (ram
time to time. Ther
lonnri
arc arrmatnr, true, and full a
latercat.
.

lac Simile

for mrlngcrumps, diarrhea and dysentery Ian Mag
PuinliillervPerry Davis'l. This medicine has susEither Way.
the reputation íuroverTüyears.üfic, 3&cand60c.
Mr.Wllkins had been sitting quietly tained
on a nail keg, perusing a paper which
The good we do is an excellent antihe had found on the counter. The dote for the ill we think.
date of it he had not noticed. Finally
he looked up with a puzzled expresIf you wish beautiful, clear, white clothes
use Red Cross Ball Blue. Large 2 oz.
sion.
5 cents.
package,
"What's this wireless telegraph signal, this 'C. O. D.' they're talking
People who admire us are always
about?" he asked.
pleasant company.
"I guess it's 'C. Q. D." ain't it?' suggested Holbrook, the grocer. "Anyway, it's a signal of distress," he added, moodily.

THE NEW WOMAN
Made Over by Quitting Coffee,

In

-

Afjflfcct Remedy for Constipa
lion . Sour Storoach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .revensh-nes- s
and Loss OF Sleep

Limit to Cork's Buoyancy.
A cork carried 200 feet below the
surface of the water will not rise

Props., Boston.

('otter Drug 4 Com. Corp, Sol

Old OrSAXVCLffTCfSR

Kn Sttd

Get a bottle of Dr. Diggers Huckleberry
Cordial for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Children Teething, etc. At Druggists 25 and 50c.

by CutlcUra.

Bears the

iimilaling the Food and Regula
tagits;5ioaotteaTkjBcWUof

RAS

'Only by sight, ma'am, only by Chew it as you walk home. The flavor
sight," Mr. Hogan hastened to ex lasts as long as the walk and you get
plain, "I never had the pleasure of a wonderful appetite. Wrlgley's Spearmint.
tueetin' him 'til
A girl can make a young man beITCHED FOR TWELVE YEARS.
lieve she doesnt want him to kiss her
daffy for fear he
Eczema Made Hands and Feet Swell, when she is almost
Peel and Get Raw Arma Affected, won't.
Too Gave Up All Hope of Cure.
Call at the Drug Store
Quickly Cured

Anil

ties on

ONE.

To-Da- y

Who would care to take a small per cent,
uf chances
a

LATE

Casey was dead, and to, do honor to
him the members of the Thirteenth
district Tammany organization attended the funeral In a body, says the
New York Press. Slowly and sadly
they Oled past the coffin and took a
last look at their departed comrade.
At the door each man paused to shake
banda with the sorrowing widow and
to murmur a few words of condolence.
When it came to Mr. Hogan's turn, he
retained possession of her band, while
he delivered a lengthy oration concerning the good qualities of the de
funct Mr. Casey.
"Sure, 'tis plain you knew my hus
band well, sir," said the tearful Mrs.

let you monkey
with roulette- -It
Is
really not
to
worth while
sit and grumble;
You should simply
go and And the
next best bet.

Whin the millionaires

A

Probably Mr. Hogan Old Net Realize
Just What Might Be Made of His
Expression.

HEARTLESS.

dice are not allowed to tumble.
And they will not

PLEASURE

Next week there will be published in this paper
a coupon which, when properly signed, will be good
d
cake of Sweetheart Toilet Soap
for a
full-size-

absolutely free.
Try.

Absolute Purity

It at Our Expense

This is a very unusual offer because "Sweetheart" is an
yet not
imtBiial soap. There are hundreds of toilet soaps
cake free, then judge if "Sweetone other like this. Get a full-sú- e
heart" isn't unique decide if yon don't like it better.
Yon cannot know, madam, until you've tried tab soap, what
yon miss when yon ase other soaps.
We've studied these soaps sad know.
they please lots of women. Bat we've
Many are good soaps
studied the good soaps most We learned how, in this way, to
make "Sweetheart'' better than all the rest.

We Are Sure of This
Otherwne we couldn't afford to buy a cake of our soap for so
many women. For unless all who try oar soap any it again, we
lose s Urge amount of money oa this offer.
We can't afford to bay every woman a cake of this soap, so
these coupons mast be limited. Bat all readers of next week's issue
of this paper can get the gift Simply cut out the coupon in next
week's paper and present it to your grocer.

"Sweetheart" Soap is, first of all, a pure soap.
is made from edible products the very beat the
market affords but It ia more than a merely pure or
neutral soap, aa It also containa benzoin, cold cream

It

and glycerine in correct scientific proportions.
These last named Ingredients are weB known for
their beneficial effect on the skin softening, purifying
and helping to keep it In a natural condition.
The cream white color of "Sweetheart" ia the
best proof of its purity. Nothing; ia added to
color it.

Exquisite Perfume
"Sweetheart" Soap ia scented with an exquisite
rose perfume made from a secret formula of
pure essential oils. It is milled five times, making
it aa smooth and fine aa the most expansiva
French

NEW YORK

MANHATTAN SOAP CO.,

SINGLE
IEWIS
V STRAIGHT 54 CIGAR

BINDER

EXTRA CUWUfx TOBACCO

I

BILLIARD TABLES

,'j.f

lls-s-

M

II V " a Sulphur, oklaaoau. the anal health.
BUI
resort. Write lor i.urbcautltulfreobookli-l(sulphur Heights l and Co., Sulphur, Okln.

Allen's üloerine Snlye cure Chronic I' Iran. "me
t yicersjSerca ytal tlleers,VVhlt Swell- -

rAUJsa j)n.ai,nt rmnuaunn.

In after years when a man finally
tumbles to the fact that he doesn't
understand women he can't help suspecting that he has been a fool.

Eat on, good folks! Wrigley's Spearmint prevents indigestion.
He's a stingy man who will not give
yon a smile.

fUbkEtV
beJlíttíjatfi

POOL TABLES

EASY PAYMENTS,
PRICES.
Yon cannot afford to experiment with
untried goods sold by commissioa
gents. Catalogues free.
The BruTTiwtcV - Balke - Coflendof tampan

LOWEST

C1mLAÍI
Promotes

a hneurUnt Jnnrth.

WW I O LEV'S

w

WRI8 LEY'S

tfTJTl
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

ts

,

ugly, grizzly, gray rialra. Usa "LA CRKOLK"

HAIR RESTORER.

PfUCfc. SI.QO. retail.

09.

Do You Own YourOwn Fireside

J

I'm not o the real estate business, but
lean sell you a Fireside that will rrjaKe home
bright, even if you are paying rent. It's the
latest roodel EDISON PHONOGRAPH, and
plays both the two and four minutes records
IT COSTS ONLY TWENTY-TWDOLLARS
Come in and hear one, and you will be converted

Willimn McKiiiley, president
of these United States i? deaú,
struck down hy tb hand nt an

assassin.

HENRY S. EVANS

Mrs. 8. S. Hopper, wife of
General Manager Hopper, uf the
Alamogordo Company, left Tuesday for a two months visit to

You can pay more,

not hit the sombrero at twenty
yards. Two bullet holes through
the center in succession proved
the ladies markmanship.

a standard.

I "Punch Brand" i
Canned Ooods has established a standard of quality that is
a real standard. They cost no more tpan canned "stuff."

"F. F. O. S."

stands for Finest Fruit of the Garden. Auqality is paramount when it comes to selecting what you eat.
Your money hack if goods are not what we claim.

U R. HUSHES,
Modern Grocer.

County Commissioner Warnock
met with what might have been
a serious accident Tuesday night.
Returning from Jarilla to Ala
mogordo on horseback he rodt
into the first bridge south of

Holmes Cleaning Works

Furniture

E. A. ELLIS, Prop.
ARTESIAN

109 New York Avenue.

We Lead, the Rest Follow

Co.

Él
IN

French Dry Cleaning and Repairing. Specialists on Ladies and
Cents Clothing, Silks, Feathers, etc.

Continued from Page

1.

Bociation for the pnrpose of sink
ing a test well.
The location for the well has
been selected, jui-- exqerts say
the conditions are favorable for
plenty of water and at no great

Cash Meat Market

depth.
But there is a diversity of
opion as to the depth the well

See him before you sell your live stock,
Cattle, Hogs, Etc.

will have to go to reach a good
flow of water.
The main point is that the
A money and labor for the experiment has been pledged, and just
as long as there is any hope of
reaching water the work will be

The only place in Otero County
whereyou can get a White
Pine Screen Door is at

McRae Lumber Company

IHEAU'S
Hotel

oldest and best Known hotel 0
Under the new management
the rates have been reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been irnproved.
Ala-rrjogord-

o.

OOOO
giver) to families and
SPECIAL attention
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES, Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

35c

STEPP

continued.
At a recent meeting of the
association a committee was ap
pointed to superintend the work.
A start will be made in short
time.
The boiler and pumps are
ready for work.
The Southwestern railway people are very much interested
and have promised substantial
aid to the undertaking.
They are furnishing the coal
to run the boiler, the piping and
other fixtures, so that the expense to the private parties interested will be little more than
the actual work.

&

MURRELL

Phone

74.

Electrical Supplies. Auto arjd Gasoline
Engine Supplies.
General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.

G.

ROUSSEAU,

F- -

Cor. lOth and Penn.

'Phone 56.

Ay,,

J. Q. GRANT,
Proprietor of the

City Uivery and Transfd
uood rigs, careful drivers and
Is now ready lor business,
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office

Residence Phone

Phone

C.

Ú

MEYER

Dealer in General Merchandise
mtsn
i
r.
.ii uicuiuJ
is sun .a

m

,,i

.
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,

mm

Biauu ai
la. IWI , m" STOCK I
complete in all lines and my prices are right.
Just received a carl
ot Ft. Smith, ArK-- . Farm and Mountain wagons.
I am;
agent for Champion Mowers and Rakes and other Interna
Also agent for the John I
tional Harvester Co., Machinery.
IS

to feel blindly about In midair, hanging from a cloud. It came nearer and
.
.
i
i
i
nearer with uncanny speed, drawing
ueere
company . s. iimplements.
ciow
up to itself as it came a colossal cono
of turbulent sea uctil the two joined
together in an enormous black pillar
some quarter of a mile broad at the
base and probably a good thousand
feet high, uniting as It did the clouds
and the sea below. Across the darken- HENRY J. ANDERSON,
W, R. EIDSON.
R. B. ARMSTROJS,
ing sea, against the threatening copper
President.
Vice President
C11U
horcame
gigantic
sunset,
this
crimson
ror, waltzing over troughs of torn up
water in a veritable dance of death,
like something blind, but mad and
cruel,, trying to find and Bhatter our
fragile little ship."

1900

Established

l

Fribley

Resalar Dinner for

i

Munich Cor. London Globe.

The principal advertisers in
Pacing a Waterspout.
The News of this date were : G.
means to encounter a waterWhat
J. Wolfinger, F. M. Rhomberg, spout in itthe south seas is described
Holland Bros., Pierces Company,
Grimshaw: "First of all, a
Alamogordo Lumber Co.. Hoge black trunk, like an elephant's, began
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Garden and Field Seed, Flour, Meal, Grain
Hay call on us at Cooper's old stand, 9th str

Saved Hii Goldfish.
When a Bavarian peasant treats himself to a new hat, he does not throw
the old hat away. He just puts the
new hat on top of the old one. The

other day an amusing scene was witnessed at the Munich railway station.
A peasant who had bought a new but
and a bowl containing several goldfish
found himself hustled by the crowd
surging at the entrance to one of the
platforms. In the crush the bowl was
town, on the railroad track, bruis- broken, and the fish fell out. For a
ing himself and badly injuring moment the peasant knew not what to
do. Suddenly he made up bis mind.
his horse.
He snatched bis two hats from his
Tuesday of last week Mis? bead, and, picking up the lively fish,
put them inside the old hat, whieh
Nellie K. Bisearri and Mr. David he
he then filled with water at the nearTula-rosa
C. Ames were married in
est water tap. Carrying the improvised
aquarium, the ingenious peasant enat the home of John
tered his train smilingly, but very care-
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hue. "1 a.u atajtiertck DUu.'
responded. "Yen. uud your
rent's due too." On the proUui lion ot
a piece called "The Spy" the earl;
acta showed that It was xuu- o prava
ceriaiu DOt&I
a failure. So when at
a character had to rush ou aud shout
pouuua luí uém
rue
the author-actor- ,
wio iras coiicculeJ
behind a rock, arose nud cried, "li't
tlie
fiw
Htijatm--

Say! Are You Behind
CASH FEED STORi

auJ
yours copyright, manuscript
parts!" That was the end of the per
formalice.
When eating takes place ou thi
stage, the temptations to play trick
Denver.
with the food are naturally great. In
iuiml
Jack Frazier walked up to the "Henry V." the leek which that
table braggart Pistol has to eat tl
rack Sunday night and bought a usually made from an apple. Hut on
pound of candy like a good little one occasion at Sadler's Wells the
hubby. He also "put up" for a Fluellen of the evening gave him a
real onion, and he had no choice but
new hat Monday morning. The to struggle through it, though the
wager was that his wife could tears coursed down his fat cheeka.-Corn-
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Some Theatrical Jokcs.
peiioruiaiue of "".be Lady oi
the Lake" the actor itlu tOJ tiltf par
of Roderick Dbu was kuowu to lie i;
peruuiary difficulties. Wtieu Uedettea
In

The First National Ban.

Bull.
Mr. Gladstone dearly loved a Joke,
even at his own expense, and he pos
sessed considerable mimetic powers.
He was once guilty of an amusing
CONDENSED STATEMENT
bull in a debate on the question of disCALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS Jne 23, IKt.l
establishment. Dilating on the hold AT COMPTROLLER'S
held on the affections of the people by
RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
the Church of England, he said: Loans and Discounts
$ íT,IM.íl
Capital
22.7t, Surplus and Undivided Profit.
"When an Englishman wants to get Overdrafts
ü. S. Bonds to secare circulati n
Ki.'oo.i, Ci.culatioo
married, to whom does he go? To the Premiums on I". S. !!"fs
150.01 Heparin
Banking- house. furniture & fixtures
22.0110.00
bis
be
wants
parish priest.
When
T5 0U
Other Real Esuti owned
child baptized, to whom does he go'; Redemption fund
900,00
To the parish priest. When he wants uther hecuntes
Casb and bi(,'ht Exchange
;.25s.
to get buried, to whom does he go?"
The house answered with a roar of
Total
nWM
laughter. In which Mr. Gladstone himnmfiUM
Total
self joined, adding, "As I was conA

Gladstone

Of Afcmogordo, N. M.

trasting the English church with the
Irish, a bull is perhaps excusable."
Hit Punishment,
beginning to rain, and a man
who was on the point of starting for
church discovered that there wasn't an
umbrella in the house,fit for use.
"You can borrow one from the T s
next door," suggested his better hah.
"They never go to church."
"No, Laura," he answered wltb firmness. "It is wrong to borrow umbrellas ou Sunday. I shall punish myself
for my carelessness by not going to
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Man and a Carpet.
Clara I'll give you a conundrum. SUPPLIES
Why is a man like a carpet? Tom I
give it up. Clara Well, he's no sooner
down than people walk all over him.
Tlüo
will be Tom Oh, pshaw! Man Is totally unlike a carpet, for the more dust he has
watched with interest by the peo- the less likely be Is to get the shake.
ple all over the county.
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Baptist College Motes.
The work of the college is progressing in a very satisfactory
order. Board, pations and students are all well pleased with the
work of the new faculty, The
work this year is so much above
that of previous years there is no
comparison.
New students are coming in
daily. Two started work Monday.
One of these came clear from
Olovis, walking from Artesia to
Mountain Park. These kind of
students will be likely to accomplish something. This young
man, Mr. Hail was a student at
Bailer last year.
.

Miss Hanks will render a
gram at the Babtist church
day night. All are envited.
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Printing
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she added, frowning and pumping her
üsts. "He was furious!" Harper's
Weekly.

Thinking Part.
The Old One In adopting a theatrical career you are entering a touchy
and jealous profession. Keep guard
over your tongue. The New One Oh.
I've found out that I'll have ample opportunity to think before I speak!
Puck.

Good typewritten letters confji
an impression of good ')US1JJ
methods,and the machine isofl"
responsible for the appears""!
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Were Nagged by Their Wives.
t3-aC- h W,thaproper Printi8 Point- - The
Rip Van Winkle. Socrates, Petruchlo,
uile- -a feature peculiar to the UoJj
i
Agamemnon,
Joseph Gargery. SoloIt
mon, Mr. Caudle, Mr. II. Peck and wobble (jood looking 80 ri6ht- - There's nVother way.
wort i
Beadle Bumble. Any additions sent In m
s uiunaers.
to this list will be regarded In the
strictest confidence. Chicago Tribune
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A Very Mod Dog.
A little girl came running to tell
about a mad dog she hod seen. "We
saw a mad dog!" she gasped, but the
words seemed too tame to do Justice to
the situation. "Oh, he was mad, mad!"

Rebuked.
"Yaas," said Cholly SUley. "she was
ont when I called, but I hope for bet
tab, luck next time."
"How ungallant of you!" exclaimed
Miss Knox. "Too should wish her thr
good luck." Exchange.
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